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Homecoming sparks
tradition reevaluation
ByMarciaSbaeer
Exeeothre Edner
Humecomini weekend was
highlighted by a tomato-throwing
cheerleader, a tuxedo tangle and a
barren big top. And from all
indications, it may be the last one of its
kind
Students and administrators seem
sure a "reevaluation" of Homecoming
traditions is needed
When Richard A Morrow was
crowned Friday as the University's
first male Homecoming queen be waa
greeted largely by applause and
cheers, but his coronation did not
please everyone.
KIM OLSON, junior (Ed), and an
unidentified companion threw two
tomatoes at Morrow, but they missed
their mark.
Olson, a University cheerleader, said
she threw the tomato because Morrow
"was making a mock
of
Homecoming for both the I
ersity
and the other candidates."
She said. "He (Morrow) is ruining it
for the other girls They take
Homecoming seriously. They have
been working hard for the good of the
school and they deserve to be honored
at Homecoming "
"I understand that Morrow is trying
to prove a point and that be has worked
for the school, but he is still ruining
Homecoming for the girls." she said.
But Morrow may be the last of a
dying breed. "There will be no more
Homecoming queenies around here
anymore-male or female." he said.

The University'• 1974 Homecoming queen. Richard A. Morrow, left, and MCOrt
Michael R. Wilco« at Friday'* coronation coramony. For moro Home-coming
pictures, too poge 8. (Nawsphoto by Mike Grono)

"1 KNOW there will be changes in
next year's Homecoming plans." he
said. "And 1 have already submitted
some proposed changes to the Spirits
and Tradl(ions Board."
University President lloilis A
Moore Jr. said yesterday he felt the
concept of Homecoming queen was
unimportant to many students.
"When only one out of 10 students
even takes the trouble to vote for
Homecoming queen, than the matter is
of less than major importance." he
said
DESPITE THE otherwise favorable

Bowling Green poll divisions designated
Bowling Green residents have been
assigned to the following polls for
today's voting. Polls clow at 7:30p.m.
WARD A-DIVISION ONE. Ridge
Elementary School bounded by East
Evers Avenue. North Main Street.
North Enterprise Street. East Poe
Road. New York Central Railroad
tracks
WARD A-DIVISION TWO. South
Main Elementary School: bounded by
Sunrise Drive, South Summit Street.
South Prospect Street. New York
Central Railroad tracks and Palmer
Avenue
Far

election

information,

sea

pages 6 and 7.

WARD A-DIVISION THREE.
Junior High School: bounded by West
Wooster Street. South Maple Street.
North Main Street. Pearl Street.
Ordway Avenue
WARD A-DIVISION FOUR. Public
Library, North Main Street: bounded
by Wallace Avenue. West Court Street.
North Main Street. West Wooster
Street,
Wintergarden
Road
(corporation limit).
WARD IV DIVISION ONE. Ridge
Elementary School: bounded by North
Main Street. Oak Street. Pike Street.
Thurstin Street. East Merry Avenue.
North College Drive. East Poe Road.
New York Central Railroad tracks
WARD B-DIV1SION TWO. South
Main Elementary School: bounded by
South Summit Street. Georgia Avenue.
Napoleon Road. New York Central
Railroad tracks. Lehman Avenue.
Manville Avenue. Fourth Street. South
College Drive. Eighth Street. High
Street

Weather
Cteady ami cool wttk occasional
rala likely today. High ia low Ms.
Cfcaece el light showers, tonight
Lew In the mid te apper Ms.
Temerrew considerable rleeaintas and cool. High 45 to .M.
PrekaMlity of precipitat.ee M per
ceat leday and » per cent tonight.

WARD B DIVISION THREE.
Kenwood
School:
bounded
by
Buttonwood Avenue. Adams Street.
South Grove Street. Pearl Street. South
Main Street
WARD B DIVISION FOUR. Public
Library, North Main Street: bounded
by Conneaut Avenue. North Main
Street. West Court Street, Wallace
Avenue.
WARD (DIVISION ONE. Ridge
Elementary School: bounded by North
College Drive. East Merry Avenue.
Thurstin Street. East Wooster Street.
WARD (DIVISION TWO. Crim
Elementary School, bounded by South
College Drive. East Wooster Street.
Mercer Road, ('lough Street. Baldwin
Avenue. First Street.
WARD (DIVISION THREE. Red
Cross. Gorrel Street: bounded by
Tanglewood. Hillcrest Drive. Carol
Road. Rosalind Road. Erie Street.
Ordway Avenue. South Grove Street.
Adams Street. Buttonwood Avenue.
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad tracks.
WARD
(DIVISION
FOUR,
Conneaut Elementary School: bounded
by Faye Avenue. Conneaut Avenue.
North Main Street. Wolf ley Avenue.
WARD I) DIVISION ONE. Armory.
East Wooster Street; bounded by
Enterprise Street. Summit Street,
Lehman Avenue. Main Street. Oak,
Pike Street
WARD D-DIVISION TWO. South
Main Elementary School; bounded by
Summit Street. Palmer Avenue. South
Prospect Street. Ordway Avenue.
South Main Street.
WARD D-DIVISION THREE. Red
Cross. Gorrel Avenue: bounded by
South Maple Street. Ordway Avenue.
Erie. Rosalind. Hillcrest Drive. Lyn
Road. Brigham Lane. West Wooster
Street. South Main Street
WARD D-DIVISION FOUR.
Conneaut Elementary School: bounded
by Wollly Avenue. North Dixie
Highway, corporation limits.
WARD E DIVISION ONE. Armory.
East Wooster Street: bounded by
Manville Avenue. Clough Street. Troup
Avenue. Lehman Avenue. Second
Street, South Summit Street, South
Enterprise. North Enterprise. East
Court Street, Thurstin Street.

WARD E-DIVISION TWO. South
Main Elementary School: bounded by
Baldwin Avenue, ('lough Street.
Mercer Road. East Wooster Street.
First Street. Campbell Hill Road.
WARD K DIVISION THREE.
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 West
Pearl Street; bounded by Lyn Road.
Martindale. Carol Road. Hillcrest
Drive. Tanglewood, corporation limit.
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad tracks.
WARD F DIVISION ONE, Crim
Elementary School; bounded by South
College Drive. Fourth Street. Manville

Repairs

Avenue. Lehman Avenue. Second
Street. Troup Avenue. East Wooster
Street, Clough Street.
WARD F-DIVISION TWO. Crim
Elementary School; bounded by
Napoleon Road. High Street. Eighth
Street. South College Drive, First
Street. South Summit Street. Campbell
Hill Road.
WARD F-DIVISION THREE. Peace
Lutheran Church; bounded by Hillcrest
Drive, Lyn Road. Brigham Lane. Carol
Road. Martindale. and West Wooster
Street.
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reception Morrow received at the
coronation ceremony, hurled tomatoes
were not the only problem plaguing
him during the festivities.
Shortly before Morrow left his borne
for Saturday's Homecoming football
game, he said he received phone calls
from Lissa Simmons, chairwoman of
the Homecoming committee, and Ken
Leckler. then coordinator of communications, telling him not to wear his
tuxedo to the game.
"They told me that if I wore the
tuxedo I would not be allowed on the
field," Morrow said "They said they
did not want me to make a farce out of
Homecoming " He then changed
clothes.
Student Government Association
(SGA) President Douglas G. Bugie.
Morrow's escort for the game, said
Simmons and Leckler also told him he
would not be permitted to wear a
tuxedo.
"They said there were legal implications' if Rick and I wore tuxes
because we would be dressed
differently than the rest of the court,"
Bugie said. "But they did not explain
what these legal implications were."
Bugie said he refused to change out
of his tuxedo and Morrow decided to
put his tuxedo back on. "We had no
intentions of mocking Homecoming."
Bugie said "They were making too big
a deal out of the whole thing.''
BUGIE'S AND Morrow's insistance
on wearing the tuxedos led to a
altercation between Bugie and Leckler
which ended in Leckler resigning his
position as coordinator of
communications.
Despite the students' apparent
general acceptance of Morrow. Bugie
said some administrators "hassled"
Morrow.
"The reaction of the crowd was

good However, it seems that some of
the upper echelon (of University
administrators) seem to think a male
queen had made a laughing stock of the
University. But I find it damn
refreshing," Bugie said
Morrow said Tom Kisselle, assistant
athletic director, told him be was
making "a laughing stock of the
school."
"He told me he didn't know how I
could do this to the school." Morrow
said Kisselle refused to comment last
night over the phone.
HOWEVER. THE University's first
male queen was not the only thing
different about this year's events.
Nick Petti, a University alumnus
working with the Alumni Affairs office
on the Dixieland Jazz Festival, said he
felt the traditional Homecoming spirit
is changing
Petti said the student support of the
Dixieland festival was "unbelieveable."
"The event was a complete bomb
out." be said.
Petti said he was unsure bow much
money the Dixieland festival lost, but
"it was quite a bit."
DR. MOORE said the festival "went
over about as well as Ford's pardon of
Nixon." He said attendance at the
event Saturday "had to better than the
other days-it couldn't get any worse "
Dr. Richard R. Eakin. vice provost
for student affairs, said the limited
support of the Dixieland festival "may
be good cause for evaluation whether
or not we would want to do this again."
The Dixieland Jazz Festival was not
the only event that was less than a
success this weekend. The Dionne
Warwicke concert, sponsored by the
Union Activities Organization (UAO).
also was a money loser.
• To page thro*

Ford describes voting
as confidence display
WASHINGTON (AP)-As Republicans braced for major off-year
Democratic gains. President Ford
urged Americans to vote today to show
confidence in the nation's political
system .i system struggling with
economic woes and shaken by scandal.
"You will not just be voting for
Democrats or Republicans." Ford said
yesterday.
"You will be casting your vote of
confidence in the United States of
America."

feel the full brunt of the Watergate
scandal and the nation's economic
problems.
While the survey and other polls
pointed toward above-average off-year
gains by Democrats, there were
forecasts of a far below average voter
turnout.
Some surveys indicated a record low
turnout of less than 40 per cent, a
figure cited by Ford in his message.
"IF THIS IS true." Ford said, "the
Congress with which I must work...to
control inflation, strengthen the
economy and preserve peace in the
world, could be elected by only 21 per
cent of the voters. I don't think anyone
wants that kind of minority decision."
Ford and his spokesmen refused to
make specific re-election predictions,
but the President expressed hope last
week that the current RepublicanDemocratic ratios would stay basically
unchanged.

FORD'S ELECTION-EVE statement from the White House Rose
Garden did not mention Watergate.
But it was implicit in the prospect of a
voter backlash facing his Republican
Party.
Hie final Associated Press survey
shows Democrats have a chance at
two-thirds control of both the House
and Senate and a record number of
governorships in the first election to
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vote
Today is election day for the "year of apathy."
The general feeling of the public is one of. "Why vote? They re all
crooks anvway "
Even if this is your attitude, you owe it to yourself to vote it is tne only
say you have in government.
Vote, even if you only wish to vote against someone rather than vote '01

someone.

The polls are open from 6:30 am -7 30 p.m
Don't cheat yourself out of the opportunity to use your voice in
government.

tomato-throwers
show chauvinism
Homecoming weekend has come and gone, to the relief of many of
those involved with it.
Also relieved are some University administrators who felt the election
of Richard A Morrow, junior (A&S), as Homecoming queen would turn
the University into a "laughingstock." It did not.
The one thing which did damage the reputation of the University was
the action of two girls who saw fit to hurl tomatoes at Morrow during the
coronation ceremony Friday flight
To make things worse, one of the girls. Kim Olson, junior (Ed), is a
varsity cheerleader, one of the University's very own hand-picked
representatives.
Olson said she and her unidentified accomplice threw their tomatothrowing tantrum because they felt "Morrow was making a mockery of
Homecoming for both the University and the other candidates."
This is no excuse for their actions. Morrow's candidacy was legitimate
and he won the election fairly.
The tomato throwing incident was the most embarrrassing of any of
the weekend occurences to the Univesity.
Congratulations, girls. You proved that female chavinism truly exists

candidate defended

toalston did
defend positions
By Gerald W. Gllebe
131 Crlm Si
(iursl Columnist
This is in reply to Friday's editorial
in which you referred to Art Toalston.
Democratic candidate for state
representative in the 83rd District, as
having demonstrated an inability to
clearly delend his positions diii.mu
debates
It's amazing and unfortunate that
you made such a devastating and
unfounded judgment when only three
of the five members of your "editorial
board" only heard the first of SEVEN
encounters between Art and his
opponent.
Had any of the editorial board
members bothered to see the most
recent debate on Oct 30. they would
have seen the way the issues had
developed over the course of the seven
debates
Running against a well-established
incumbent is not easy It required that
Art check out the truth of each of his
opponent's explanations after each
debate
HERE'S AN example of an issue that
developed over the course of a number
of debates
-Art criticized his opponent for
voting against the state budget which
increased aid to education by 54 per
cent over the previous two-year
budget
-His opponent replied that the
budget "had shifted its priorities to
welfare."

sgo question
of the week
The SG A questions for this week
are:
What Is your opinion of parklig
services?
Whit . are vour
•■KgetlhHU for Us Improvement?
Also, what b vour evaluation of
this year's Homecoming?
If you wish to voice your
opinions and ideas for either of
these questions call 372-zJSl or
372-2*53 between 5-8 p.m. today
The response to the question of
two weeks ago concerning an
increase in coed housing units on
campus was again sparse Of 21
calls, all were in favor of more
coed living units Three persons
wanted the units to havi- ned
living on 'he same floor while 18
wanted hnM and vomei' housed on
eveiyothti ilooi

-In researching the claim. Art found
that 50 5 per cent of the budget went to
education, while 16 7 per cent went to
welfare
-When confronted with this. Art's
opponent said that what he meant was
that welfare had received a higher
percentage increase than eduralion.
In researching this new claim. Art
found that the large percentage
increase in welfare funds was due lo
increases in federal funds and
increased medical costs
-When confronted with this. Art's
opponent then shifted to another claim
State aid to the poorest school districts
had increased by only five per cent. aid
to middle income districts had
increased by nine per cent and aid to
the wealthiest districts rose by 15 per
cent.
--Again,
this required more
research Art discovered a couple days
before that last debate that neither
Kurfess nor his Republican colleagues
who voted "no " on the state budget had
offered any amendments to the bill,
nor had they proposed any counter bill
as an alternative All they did was vote
no.
-In the debate on Oct. 30. Kurfess
had no reply lo this last line of
analysis.
ONE OTHER point-had your
editorial board read Art's extensive
platform, had any editorial board
member bothered to interview him and
his opponent about the issues, or had
any editorial board member bothered
to attend more than one debate, they
might have written what the Fremont
News-Messenger wrote about Art on
Oct. 16
"Democrat Art Toalston, 24. of
Bowling Green, is waging a creditable
campaign against Kurfess and
certainly is to be complimented for
taking seriously a race that most
people see as certain defeat for the
challenger
"We disagree with many of
Toalston s ultra-liberal views but we
admire his thoroughness in
researching the issues and his
thoughtful positions on many complex
problems facing Ohio and the 83rd
District "
While we in the campaign don't
believe Art is an "ultra-liberal"'Ihis
opponent
hasn't
drawn one
disagreement with the provisions in
Art's platform I. we do believe that Art
has done a service to the district by
waging the toughest campaign his
opponent has ever faced, and thus
causing the issues to be discussed.
And we believe that The BG News
has done a disservice to the district by
not doing even a minimum of research
on this very important endorsement

monday night ritual
In the Commuter Center on a
Monday night, steaming, a coffee-fed
crowd like ancient recent-history
beatniks clump around the walls and
hunch on chairs and couches, eyes Uut,
focused on the tall figure, long hair
streaming and wide-sleeved pink shirt
spraying words to a spellbound
audience.
Dan Dlugonski. an M.F.A. candidate
in creative writing, is reading his
poems.
The readings are a regular weekly
featura a' the Commuter Center,
located in the first floor of Mosley
Hall. Every Monday at 9 15 p.m a different faculty member, graduate
student or undergraduate in the
creative writing program tries out his
or her craft on an audience that seems
to be as hooked on words as a regular
concert-goer is addicted to musical
sounds.
The 35 people who showed up for
Dlugonski's reading last week in the
hot. bare, Bohemian setting, were
treated to a set of surrealistic images
that turned the basement room into an
extra-terrestrial vantage point, from
which one could see time and space
play leap frog, man and nature roll
'round in the planet's spin.
THE POET played magician, and a
wave of the hand, a backward tilt of the
chin, thrusting beard-whiskers out.
swept us. brushed us into the creative
corridors of the mind.

C. Ronald
Klmberllag

Dlugonski has the singular capacity
to mix images borrowed from science,
nature, pop culture and counterculture
to produce an effect that, when we
hear his poetry, makes our mind trace
a meandering path that threatens to go
nowhere until suddenly. Ouija-like. the
finger of our consciousness lights upon
the pattern and conceives, grasps.
points-"Yes!"
Consider this conclusion to a poem
which details an encounter between a
cop and a trucker lost in his thoughtdreams of basketball glory:
"...10,000 semis head due west same
instant earth skids/SACs drive-in
radar screen infested with blips each
basketball used April 12./ two points
sexier than a meteor show/many
truckers were jocks & / watch tv when
they say they are whoring."
Here Dlugonski has made us leap
from thoughts of a trucker's
pilgrimage to military defense to
basketball and a final, wry comment
which zeroes in on the actual, day-today lifestyle of the trucker

Lerrers
alternative
A recent (10-21-1974)
article
appearing in The Chronicle of Higher
Education presents the fact that for
1974-75 Ohio ranks 48th in state per
capita appropriations for higher
education and 47th in state
appropriations per $1,000 of personal
income.
Although these facts are startling
and cause me much concern. I am
reminded that in even this dismal
performance there is some hope.
These low rankings actually represent
a change upward from four years ago.
Ohio has actually posted an eight per
ce,nt,change (controlling for inflation:
over the last two years.
Ohio Department of Taxation data
indicate that in fiscal year 1971. Wood
County's schools received a total of
$3,922,185 in state aid to education In
fiscal year 1974. they received
$5.019.595-an increase of $1,097,410 or
28 per cent. This increased state aid for
elementary and secondary education
made possible an average increase of
$58 per pupil in the county.
Bowling Green School District
received an increase of $122,306 or 15
per rent in state aid between fiscal 1971
and
fiscal
1974. Comparable
percentage figures for additional Wood
County school districts are:
Perrysburg S D.--39 per cent,
Eastwood Local S.D.--26 per cent:
North Baltimore Local S D-33 per
cent, and Otsego Local S.D.-35 per
cent
GIVEN THE above information and
the public voting record of Charles
Kurfess against legislation which
brought about our spectacular climb in
the "ratings," I am unable to
comprehend The B0 News' recent
endorsement of Mr. Kurfess for
Representative from the 83rd
Congressional District
Mr. Kurfess' vote against the $50,000
little red schoolhouse appropriation
may indicate some "sense in money
matters.'' but it most definitely does
not, as you state, "demonstrate
support for higher education
Mr. Kurfess' position and public vote
against the Equal Rights Amendment:
his failure to make input into the
recent University-Auditor's Office

debacle concerning the payment of
faculty salaries; his vote for a no-fault
insurance bill that would have
increased premiums, and his votes
against higher education would
indicate that it would be within student
and faculty self-interest to vote Mr
Kurfess out of public office.
Arthur J. Toalston is a viable
alternative to Mr Kurfess.
Kenneth M Hothrock
Department of Sociology

participate!
So C.
Ronald Kimberling
recommends that we don't vote this
time-or anytime He foresees a year
of quiet underground awakening,
culminating in angry political
demonstrations to rival the sixties.
Then we'll jar the' administration,
make "them" fear our violence and
activism to such an extent that "they''
will reverse "their" plans for war
spending "They" will study crime,
inflation and solve all our problems
Demonstrating did work, to a
degree, but where did it get us1 A
delay in mining harbors and bombing,
bloodshed in Chicago '68, Kent '70 and
elsewhere, perhaps lives saved in the
long run.
What a success! We are back to the
old system of manipulators who spend
immorally, kill routinely and break
laws unconsciously.
KIMBERLING believes voting is
even less a success Who votes'* Less
than 40 per cent of those registered
Instead of boosting that to a working,
active 80 per cent, we should boycott
the franchise altogether
As if a resounding "Oh well" vote
will upset the tender sensibilities of
those on Capitol Hill, changing
domestic and foreign policy.
Yes, the government can live
without us .Leaders are chosen and
influenced by big business, this time
with our approval.
And we can sit back and complain
about our politics But no one has the
right to bitch unless he has tried to
change the status quo.
Working for the Indochina Peace
Campaign or the Committee for a
Constitutional Presidency is one way.
Writing to your senator or congressman is another Voting is a third.
Vote Socialist. Vote third party.
Write-In. But vote. Because voting is

ON PAPER, the whole thing can
seem mighty confusing, but at the
poetry reading last week those quick
mental shifts in focus, which
transformed the listener's sense of the
whole-of "wbalever-tbe-bell-is-goingon-here"-seemed as natural a process
as the human eye's ability to
continually make sense out of a visual
bombardment of disorganized color
blotches.
Dlugonski's poetry came closer to
doing with words what Marshall
McLuhan would have us do with sight
and sound than anything I've yet come
across.
In McLuhanesque terms. It
functioned as a "cool" medium,
because it required all the powers a
person sitting in that supercharged,
sweat-drenched room could muster to
integrate the sound from the poet's lips
and the swish and swoop of his
gesturing arms with a barrage of fadeins, cuts, dissolves and swish-pans
editing that mental movie as the
listener tried to picture-to really
visualize-how "woods do what is left/
in the sun between shades plays.
Fifteen minutes of Dlugonski's stuff
had given everyone a strong dose of
thought dreams when the voice
suddenly broke in mid-poem, the arms
dropped to sides, and the poet asked.
"Is this getting through?. . . cause I'm
kinda insecure."
BUZZING HEADS, brains which had
suddenly skidded to a halt, pausing

somewhere on the planet Pluto, hazily
nodded agreement, encouragement,
too mesmerized to let Dlugonski fully
conceive the power his spell had taken.
Bat the nods were enough. The words
tumbled on, locking in more visions,
strewing more smoke wisps through
the surreal synapses as cigarettes
burned to fingertips unblessed by
kisses and sucks from absenlminded
lips.
The end of the hour-long reading
drew nigh Dlugonski stepped from
behind the podium and summarized his
presentation with the performance of a
short speech from Dale Wassermans
stage adaptation of novelist Ken
Kesey's One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest".
The tall poet from Pittsburgh gave
the audience an agonized Chief Broom-the Supa Chief-telling his father in
an imaginary conversation why he's
chosen to descend the depths of his
inner mind's cavern rather than
wander in toe fog of mediocre day-today existence
The back-claps, small clumps of
excited chatter, plans for post-reading
beer drinking, and glowing grins
convinced me that at least 35 people
had been hypnotized into making the
Monday-night readings a regular
ritual.
If you have the desire to step out of
the fog. out of the night, and into the
shadows, who knows but that those 35
may speak for you.

not only a decision for the best
candidate but for a policy -a school
bond levy, lower property taxes, the
Equal Rights Amendment
SO IF you don't feel qualified or
justified
in choosing between
Tweedledum and Tweedledee. vote for
the issues
So Mr Kimberling. 1974 is an
unfashionable year to vote Not chic to
be politically active. So why the
surprising attendance at the Ellsberg
discussion0
We were looking for a better
alternative than your suggested
apathy We were offered a peace
campaign
Don't demonstrateinfiltrate! Become involved! Vote1
Karol Schwinnen
S02Treadwav

record
Before voting today, perhaps
the residents of the
Fifth
Congressional District would be
interested in knowing the voting record
of their representative on some of the
1973-74 issues to see if their interests
are being adequately represented.
Mr Latta voted in the following
manner:
FOR a spending limit for
congressional elections which favored
incumbents tDefeated: 223-1871
AGAINST an amendment which
would have opened up the highway
trust fund t$6 billion a year I so that
part of the money could have been used
for public transportation, tDefeated:
215-1901
AGAINST an amendment which
would have required full studies of the
environmental impact of government
projects before a project was begun
(Defeated 221-1981
AGAINST allowing debate in the
House on a bill which would have
encouraged
states
to
make
comprehensive plans for land use.
(Defeated: 211-2041
AGAINST public financing of
presidential primaries. (Passed: 2531631
AGAINST _ public financing of
congressional* primaries. (Defeated:
228-1871
Sally A Mott
339 Wintergreen Rd

no logic
I fail to see the logic in C Ronald
Kimberling's plea to be heard by not
voting.
The right to vole is one of the most
sacred rights we have The reason it
doesn't work is that people don't put it
to work. Anyone who thinks he is
registering a legitimate protest by not
voting and expects to be heard is sadly
misguided
The largest percentage of registered
and active voters is in the 45-65 age
group By not exercising your right to
vote you are giving them complete
power
Mr Kimberling's suggestion of a
"none of the above" selection on the
ballot 11 think he's been a college
student too long I is not without merit
but we cannot bring this into effect by
remaining silent
This option must go through the
proper channels to be adopted before it
can be properly used

>

i

■

THE IRONIC audacity of Mr.
Kimberling calling Daniel Ellsberg
"naive" is staggering. Daniel Ellsberg
was brave enough to leak the Pentagon
Papers and has since been risking his
life traveling to speak about what he
believes in
Mr
Kimberling writes opinion
columns for The BG News asking
students not to vote Who do you think
has a better chance of changing the
system?
The only thing that could possibly
spark a student reaction in BG is a
threat to close the bars downtown And
then the form of protest would
probably be smashing beer bottles
against buildings
There is a way to be heard and that
way is to exercise your right to vote
The 18-30 year-old group has the lowest
number of registered voters.
If the majority of Bowling Green's
15.000 students registered in this area
we would gain a majority and have a
say in what occurs in this community.
As long as we remain silent we
cannot expect our rights to be
recognized

'

'
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'

Jenny Hagloch
108 Darrow
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SGA probing campus services
By Dave. Davis
staff Reporter
Student Government Association (SGA) Is undertaking an investigation of
the University Bookstore.
Parking Services and
Campus Safety.
Douglas G. Bugie. SGA
president, said at Sunday
night's open SGA meeting be
bad received a financial
report of all three operations from Dr. Michael R.
Ferrari, vice president of
resource planning.
The report lists the University bookstore's yearly
financial figures for the past
three years: 1971-72, a loss
ot $56,187 90 1972-73. a loss
Of $21.908 20
1972-74, a
profit of $51.31199 The
three-year figures show
total loss of $26,782 11

I—glut1 during the pravieut ftw with was
™illi» Mullen. TMK ■•
tm>4tnt (»n |N.w»pMM *y Owe nweyet}

DR. FERRARI also
explained the philosophy of
the bookstore in the report.
The explanation reads in
part.
"Although slight
variances may be experienced in any given year (due
to inflation, enrollment
fluctuations, and other

variables) the Intent is for
the Bookstore to be a selfsupporting service operated
within the guidelines of the
Bookstore
Advisory
Committee.''
Bugle, noting the
$51,311.90 profit of the bookstore last year, said, "Why
cant we get books at cost?
The bookstore buys books
for $10 and sells them to
students for $12 It buys
books back for $6 and resells
them for $8 Where is toe
money going?
"We're going to find out."
he added

for three years) that add to
Parking Services income.
"If we don't get some
alternatives, we'll organize
a boycott." Bugie stated "I
talked to the Bursar and be
said non-payment of fines
would be chaotic" in the
amount of paper work it
would create.
Bugie said the philosophy
and finances of Campus
Safety also would be
examined. He said he is
interested in an item listed
on the report as "other
costs."

ACCORDING TO the
report. Parking Services
during the last three years
has made a profit of
$40 647 58. which has been
used to pay off debts.
In reference to this profit.
Dr. Ferrari said, "Funds
have been borrowed for the
construction of several
parking lots, and any surplus
income is earmarked for
repayment of the 1114,452
still unpaid" on those lots.
But Bugie said he Is still
dissatisfied with the large
amount of fines i $193,061 21

Elections reflect surge of young voters
COLUMBUS
(AP)Ohioans go to the polls today
to choose their 82nd
governor, one U.S. senator.
2S members of the U.S.
House, members of the
upcoming 11 lth General
Assembly and a host of other
state and local officials and
judges
The secretary of state's
forecast for a record 3.65
million vote total does not
reflect' a great surge of
interest but rather an influx
of newly eligible 18-to-2l
year-old voters casting
ballots for the first time.
About 600,000 persons all
told have been added to the
rolls since the last gubernatorial election in 1970 when
3 28 million Oiuoans voted.
INTEREST IN this year's

contest has centered
primarily around the
governor's race in which
Democrat John J Gilligan,
the state's 81st chief
executive, seeks a second
term against former twoterm GOP Gov James A.
Rhodes.
The
Gilligan-Rhodes
contest has possible national
ramifications, for the
incumbent, but he would
have to win big to be
considered for a spot on the
Democrats' national ticket
two years from now In any
case. Gilligan issued a
disclaimer of such
ambitions
Instead, the Senate race,
pitting former astronaut
John Glenn against Cleveland Mayor Ralph J Perk,
has won most of the nation-

wide attention. It may even
have been greater except
that Democrat Glenn ran
away from Republican Perk
in pre-election polls.
DESPITE Watergate and
inflation-issues that have
haunted them the most-Republicans should be able to
come o.it of today's
balloting still in control of
the state's congressional
delegation
Democratic officials
figure at best that they can
claim three seats from
Republicans whose present
U.S. House margin is 15-8.
At the same time.
Democrats could lose one
seat
GILLIGAN'S
fate
probably will affect the

Democrats-State Rep.
Richard F. Celeste of
Cleveland for lieutenant
governor, incumbent Atty.
Gen William J Brown for
attorney general. Treasurer
Gertrude W Donahey for
another term. Deputy
Auditor Thomas E.
Ferguson for auditor, and
youthful Slate Sen. Tony P.
Hall of Dayton for secretary
of state
GOP Lt. Gov. John W.
Brown seeks re-election,
along with 22-year veteran
Secretary of State Ted W
Brown. Rounding out the
Republican ticket for other
posts are Roger Tracy Jr. of
Columbus for auditor,
George C Smith. Franklin
County prosecutor, for
attorney general, and

Richard Harris of Wauseon
for treasurer.
DEMOCRATS ARE
regarded as strong favorites
to retain control of the Ohio
House which they now dominate 58-41 A little seatshifting is expected,
however.

IN OTHER action. Denis*
A. Dartt. student senator,
said the plan for assigning
minimum grade point
averages for academic
honors at graduation comes
up today before Faculty
Senate
She said she thought the
plan would be delayed by the
Faculty Senate because the
Academic Policies Committee intended to ask
Faculty Senate not to
implement the plan until
1971. the graduation date for
present freshmen.

Dartt said It would be
unfair for the Faculty
Senate to impose the new
plan because students
assumed they came under
the plan listed in their
respective University
catalogs.
Richard A. Morrow, coordinator of academic
affairs, told SGA that Dr
Hollis A Moore Jr. University president, said
students could expect a $5
increase per quarter for
meal coupons beginning
next year

newsnotes
Bombing
ROME (AP)-ExtremisU bombed the
office of the Rome Dally American
newspaper yesterday a few hours before
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger
flew into address the World Food
Conference.
It was the third anti-American attack
in three days, and security authorities
mobilized more than 700 soldiers and
police to guard airports and streets to
protect the secretary of state.

The 40 landowners and people's
deputies in the Chief Pleas passed three
separate bills that will allow women to
open bank accounts, make out wills,
take out insurance policies, start a
business and keep their own wages

Women's Lib
SARK, Channel Islands (APIWomen's Lib has come to this tiny
island ruled as a feudal fiefdom since
1563. But not all the women want It.
Under the Island's ancient code
women were considered the chattels, or
personal property, of their husbands.
Friday night the Sark parliament, or
"Chief Pleas," began to change all that.

Coal strike
WASHINGTON (AP)-Odds that there
would be a nationwide coal strike
increased by the hour yesterday as chief
mediator W. J Usery Jr. tried to break
the impasse between the United Mine
Workers and the coal producers.
Usery met separately with the top
industry and union negotiators but by
nudafternoon was unable to bring the
parties together.
Neither side indicated a willingness to
budge from its position on Sunday night,
when the talks on a new contract broke
off. and UMW President Arnold Miller
sent his bargaining council home to
prepare for a strike.

Reevaluation of Homecoming traditions likely
•from page en*
James Stofan. UAO
program director, said
figures were not yet
available on exactly how
much money was lost, but
under 2.000 tickets were
MM,
Memorial Hall, where the
concert was held, has a
seating capacity of 5.200

However, for concerts, floor
Mating is arranged, raising
the capacity several
thousand.
DESPITE THE News'
publication of three stories
about the concert. Stofan
said he feels part of the
reason the concert was
unsuccessful was "the
failure of The News to print

a picture of the artist."
Stofan said he feels lt was
necessary to inform
freshmen and sophomores of
Warwicke's accomplishments "because they may
not know who she is."
Dr. Moore and Petti said
they felt this was a poor
weekend for Homecoming
"Homecoming

conflicted

with mid-term exams." Dr.
Moore said. "Students had
to decide between a better
time or better grades."
He said he hoped conflicts
could be avoided in the
future.
Petti said scheduling
parents weekend for the
weekend
before
Homecoming was "poor
planning."

Department of Philosophy
For any non-major or majors with special interests
Winter 340 Philosophy of Death
The principal questions to be considered in this course are these: What is the nature of death? Whit is the human
significance of death and dying for the individual and the community? What are the implications of this human dimension of death and dying for practices of caring for the dying? No prerequisites; All persons are welcome.
Attig (5:30-7:30 MW) Winter
Winter 340 Philosophy of Law
Inquinng into the philosophical foundations of a legal system, this course is designed for pre-law students, and
philosophy students, as well as any student interested in jurisprudence. It will contain a good mix of theory and court
cases, the latter testing the adequacy of the former. The theoretical part will contain classic and contemporary statements on the essential nature of law, and the relation between law and morality, especially concerning such issues as
legal concepts of responsibility, justice and freedom. The court cases shall include such problems as good Samaritans
and officious intermeddlers (and how to tell them apart), criminal insanity, how to determine the hitherto unknown
scope of a manufacturer's liability, compulsory medical treatment, etc.
Robins (1 MTW, 12F) Winter
Winter 340 The History of Nineteenth Century Philosophy
We will discuss those philosophic developments in the nineteenth century which have had significant influence on the
intellectual and political though of the twentieth century, such as Hegel's rationalism, Marx's dialectorial materialism,
Schopenauer's voluntarism, the Theory of Evolution, the empiricism ot J.S. Milland Mech and the philosophical views of
Kierkegaard and Nietzsche.
Cormier (0 TWRF) Winter
Winter 340 The Nature of Human Freedom
This course will examine nval concepts of economic freedom, political freedom, metaphysical freedom, legal concepts
of responsibility, and freedom in religious theodicies. The aim will be to determine if there is a common thread running
through all of these areas, and to assess the competing theories and concepts in light of it. Prerequisite: One course in
philosophy or consent of instructor.
Robins (3 MWR. 2F) Winter

Other Courses For Non-Majors
(WINTER)

Spring 340 Philosophy of Feminism
An examination of philosophical underpinnings and concrete proposals of feminism. Topics to be considered include
historical antecedents of the current movement(s) for women's rights and/or liberation; divisions within current thinking; anti-feminist positions; utilitarian, Marxist and existentialist feminist arguments; sex-role stereotyping; and specific proposals concerning abortion, child care, educational and occupational discrimination and the Equal Rights
Amendment. No prerequisites; all persons are welcome.
Attig (5:30-7:30 MW) Spring
Spring 340 Philosophy of Culture
In this course, our attention will be focused on three issues 1) What is culture? 2) What is the condition of our own culture - is it healthy and growing, is it stagnant, is it dying? 3) How are new forms of culture created? We will be spending a good deal of time discussing concrete aspects of our culture. Some examples of possible themes are love,
marriage, and the sexual revolution; the meaning (or lack of meaning) of work; war and conflict; becoming a person in
our culture.
LittlefieW (.12 MTWR) Spring

Other Courses for Non-Majors
(SPRING)
315 American Thought
See Winter
Goodwin 3 MWR, 2 F
317 Philosophy of Religion
An examination of such concepts as gods and God; from a variety of sources, oriental and occidental.
Daye 3-5 T, 1-3 R
321 Indian Philosophy
A survey of Indian philosophical problems including metaphysics, logic, self, and "emptiness."
Daye 7:30-9:30 TR
342 Medical Ethics

See Winter
Lineback 8-10 TF .

315 American Thought
American philosophical thought from the Revolution through Pragmatism. Kauber 11 MTRF
317 PNosophy of Religion
Concepts of religion adequate to different religious facets of religion, and contemporary developments in religion.
Scherer 2MTW, IF
323 Asian Religions
Major Asian religions including Zen (with lectures, movies, color slides from Daye's recent Asian trips); No prerequisites or background required. All are welcome. Oaye 5:30-/:30 TR
332 Environmental Ethics
What are the implications of ethical pnnciples for resource management? Scherer 10 MTRF
342 Medical Ethics
What are the ethical implications of the health field? Of special interest to students in Pre-Med., Nursing, Clinical Psychology. Social Work and Philosophy. Uneback 8 10 T-F
Spring 340 Philosophy of Punishment
Is capital punishment justified? Is putting someone in jail a legitimate form of punishment? Should violators of the law
be punished or treated as mentally ill? These and related questions will be discussed in an examination of different
theories of punishment.
Katoner (2 MTW, 12 F) Spring

Evening Courses - Winter 1975
101 Introduction to Philosophy - Daye - 7:30-9:30 TR
205 Logic - Facione - 7:30-9:30 MW
207 Philosophy of Man and Society - Staff - 5:30-7:30 TR
340 Philosophy of Death - Attig - 5:30-7:30 MW
323 Asian Religions - Daye - 5:30-7:30 TR
432 Philosophy of Behavior Sciences - Bradie - 7:30-9:30 MW

514 Seminar in Metaphysics - Uttlefiek) - 6:00-10:00 R
Evening Courses - Spring 1975
101 Introduction to Philosophy - Staff - 5:30-7:30 MW
205 Logic - Staff - 5:30-7:30 TR
230 The Logic of Science - Bradie - 7:30-9:30 MW
'317 Philosophy of Religion - Daye - 5:30-7:30 TR
321 Indian Philosophy - Daye - 7:30-9:30 TR
340 Philosophy of Feminism - Attig - 5:30-7:30 MW
418 Philosophy of History - Cormier - 6:00- lOOO T
440 Phenomenology - Attig - 7:30-9:30 MW

For Details Call 372-2117
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DO YOU WONDER?
Where in Bowling Green
can you buy GBD, Charatan, Dunhill,
Jobey, Hilson & Nording pipes?
Domestic Tobaccos such as Balkan Sobrane, Country Store, Old
Dominion, Nantucket Cherry, Golden
Eagle, British Grenadier, plus the largest selection of imported cigarettes in
tOWn?

Sal* on discontinued

GBD PIPES
'7.50
Stop in at

First Aid class
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The Bowling Green Chapter of the American Red Cross Is
offering a new and different first aid course tomorrow and
Thursday
Workbooks and slide snows will be used to teach standard
first aid procedures with a minimum of lecture material
presented.
The sessions will be from 7-11 each evening at the Red
Cross building, ISO Gorrel Ave There will be a $6 50 charge
for materials and workbooks.
For more Information or to register, call 353 4575
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Book saie
An old books sale will be held from 10 a m.-4 p.m. outside
Williams Hall, tomorrow The book sale is sponsored by
Mortar Board for the benefit of Crusade of Mercy.
Students are asked to donate any books for the sale that
they no longer want. There will be a collection box in Prout
Hall lounge today until 5 p.m. Books can also be taken to 425
Student Services Bldg

Bring (his ad for a

FREE ASHTRAY
By the Tracks

America series
Dr. Edmund J. Danziger. associate professor of history,
will be the featured speaker at 3 p.m Thursday of the
second part in the "Know America" series.
Dr. Danziger will discuss "The American Indian-Why
Wounded Knee" in the International Student Lounge,
Williams Hall
The coffee hour, which Is sponsored by the West Indies
Association, is open to the public.
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210: LATIN AMERICAN CIVILIZATION
Dr. Thomas. 11 MTRF
An examination of the political, social, and economic development of Latin America through the colonial and
national periods Emphasis will be given to social and cultural alterations and to the changing attitudfs of its
political and intellectual leadership as the region moved through its five hundred year history.
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IMPROVE YOUR HEAD FOR A LITTLE MEAD.
YOU WU NEVER HAVE TO WORRY
ABOUT MB TERMS OR FKALS AGAIN

Buy 5 32 oz bottles at regular price -

SPEED READ FOUNDATION

GET 1 FREE

P.0 BOX 2735, TOLEDO, OHIO 43606

THE ROYAL GREEN PROUDLY
ANNOUNCE THEIR 18 FANTASTIC
"GREENIE":
Jean Arnold
Grace Blank

Brenda McNabb

Mary Ellen Courtney
Diane Dkki

Candy Pament

Brothers of AE Pi
Wish to Congratulate
Their New Li I Sis's

Brenda Moore

Arlene Dunn
Bobbie Falascio

Am Pincombe
Pam Saydell
Brenda Smith

Sue Grist

Chris Sysak

Myla Johns

Lou Workman
Lynn Worthman

Carol Laithewaite

Cheryl Andrews
Karen Bast
Linda Booher
Cyndee Bumm
Beth Conroy
Marcia Cramer
Karen Desoto
Sue Harwich
Patti Jochum
Laura Lafferty

Congratulations and Good Luck!

Drs. Chen and Kawashima, 7:30-9:30MW

291: CHICANO HISTORY
Mr. Kreneck, 5:30-7:30 MW

^fcOL*

The development of Indian cultures in Mexico and the Southwest, the early Spanish explorations, the fusion of
these different bloods and cultures, the first Chicano encounters with the Anglo-Americans, and the emrgence
of the modern Chicano protest movement.

391: ENGLISH ORIGINS OF AMERICAN LAW
Dr. Knox, 10 MTRF
A survey of medieval and early modem English history, focusing on the origin and growth of legal and
constitutional doctrines, institutions, and procedures important to an understanding of the American legal
system.

391: SOCIAL HISTORY OF AMERICAN MEDICINE
Drs. Sternsher and Friedman, 7:30-9:30 MW
The origins of scientific medicine to 1900: the "regular" medical profession: the rebellion of the "irregulars";
medical sects: the emergence of scientific medicine Acceleration of medical progress in the century, medical
education: support of medical research; findings and applications In the areas of disease, surgery, and mental
health, the delivery of medical care.

391: FAMINE AND INDUSTRIALIZATION IN THE THIRD WORLD
Dr. Seavoy, 3 MTWR
The history of Indonesia will be used as a model for understading the problems facing The peasant nations of
mainland Asia, sub-Saharan Africa, and the Arabic world. The impact of European imperialism on the production
of tropical agricultural products for sale on the world market, the effect of the population explosion on the
imposition of order on indigenous societies, and the relation of social values and techniques of peasant
agriculture to the problems of providing an adequate food supply for an urban-industrial population. Following
this historical overview, the class win examine the revolutionary social and economic transformation that must
take place is peasant nations are to industrialize.

b-ia0Z. CANS OF COKE
WITH THE PURCHASE.
OF A
LARGE eiTElA PIZZA (+3.**)

EVERY TUESCrVT!!
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Terry LamieN
Linda Latimer
Karey Lenentine
Kathy Mulheim
Nancy Rabe
Linda Rainovich
Jsaaj newei

Caryn Souder
Nona Stevens
■»
rwmytlfaaJtatua
flatter

Darcie Ziernkiewicz

291: ASIA: HISTORY OF MODERN TRANSFORMATION
An introduction to the history and civilization of Asia (South, Southeast, and East Asia) from the beginning of
Western contact to the present day. Emphasis placed on interrationships between society, economics, political
institutions and thought in key periods. Consideration given to the historical interaction of Eastern traditions of
government and social organization with colonialism, nationalism, and communism.

m

Yes, you can increase your reading Speed and Comprehension
with the SPEED READ method, for a fraction of the price ts other
well known speed reading courses right in your own home. Reduce
study time tremendously. EDUCATIONALLY SOUND Excellent for
work, school, or enjoyment. Send $4.95 (check or money order)
payable to

Cain Potato Chips
10* OFF on 49° bag
Coke, Sprite and Pepsi

A Survey of major themes in Modern European History using classic films and readings. Themes to be discussed
include: The Crowd in History, The Human Cost of Industrialism. Propaganda and the Totalitarian State, and The
Rise of the Third World. Films to be screened include: La Marseillaise, A Nous la liberte', Potemkin, The
Organizer, and Triumph of the Will.
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10c OFF for a package

153: EUROPE IN THE MODERN WORLD-AN EXPERIMENT IN HISTORY THRU FILM
Dr. Weinberg, 5:30-7:30 TR
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NEW OFFERINGS, WINTER AND SPRING QUARTERS
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A meeting to organize a campus chapter of the Indochina
Peace Campaign (IPC) will be held at 8 p.m. tomorrow in
117 Hayes Hall. The meeting will be informational as well as
organizational.

Visit our Pipe Shoppe
& wonder no more!
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Watergate, inflation haunting candidates
COLUMBUS (API-Ohio's
state and local candidates
are being haunted by Watergate
and
inflation-even
though those issues mostly
are outside their controland the effects may be more
real than imagined.
Some said in random
interviews with The Associated Press that they've
caused voters to be disgusted and apathetic, and
helped dry up previously
reliable campaign contributors. The effects seem to
have been the same out in
the districts, as well as
statewide

work harder to prove Us
honesty, and that's good."
said Rose.
But he said the COP has
had trouble raising money in
his area this year.
REP.
RONALD H.
Weyandt (0-43 Akron), a
former sheriff's deputy also
campaigning for a second
House term, said his constituents complain to him the
most about the economy and
inflation.
He said. "They certainly
have a right to complain, but
I tell them that all I can do is
the same thing they should
be doing-call their congressman
Weyandt and other Democrats, with help from their
well-heeled
state party,
don't have the money
problems of most GOP hopefuls

"WATERGATE is having
an effect.'' said State Rep.
Waldo Bennett Rose (R-12
Lima I. a former city prosecutor seeking his second
term in the Ohio House
"It's not that they are
blaming us. It has made
them more conscientious
about integrity in government Everyone is having to

U.S. SENATE candidate
John Glenn said in his
travels around the state

"the cost of living and inflation are the main issues,
there's no doubt about It."
Glenn said be also gets a
lot of reaction from the
pardon of former-President
Nixon by President Gerald
Ford from Ohioans "who
feel that justice was stopped
in midstream.''
FORMER STATE Rep
Keith McNamara. a Columbus Republican running for
the Ohio Senate, said Watergate and inflation teamed
to dry up campaign money
sources "Those $25 contributors just aren't there any
more " McNamara said A
State GOP Headquarters
official said Watergate and
inflation were "half and
half" responsible
CLEVELAND
Mayor
Ralph J
Perk. Glenn's
Republican opponent in the
Senate race, said he has
visited all 88 counties and
traveled 40,000 miles
"Inflation, the energy
crisis, deficit government
spending, and tax loopholes

for the tick-all that's one
big issue with the people of
Ohio." said Pert
Otherwise, the mood of
Ohioans depends on their
party leanings and the issues
being taken to them by the
candidates
GOV. JOHN J. Gilligan
seeking re-election, said he
has found his Republican
opponent, former Gov.
James A Rhodes, the major
issue in his contest. The
incumbent said voters are
dismayed with Rhodes'
refusal to disclose his
personal finances and
debate the issues, and more
recently "shocked" by his
actions or lack of them
during the 1970 Kent State
shootings
Rhodes countered that
"the people of Ohio are tired
of the big spending and
waste of the Gilligan
administration."
The,
former governor also said
voters are angry at Gilligan
for "misleading them with a
promise that the state
income tax was going to

take care of the schools'
financial problems."
OHIO HOUSE Minority
Leader Charles E. Kurfess
iR-83 Perrysburg) also
maintained Ohioans were
mislead by the income tax
and contended it is a legitimate campaign issue.
Kurfess will back legislation
to earmark the tax for
schools, along with local
governments and some
property tax relief, he said
in a re-election pledge.
IN OTHER parts of the
state. Republicans said the
highly publicixed 180 5
million budget surplus,
announced by Gilligan July 9
after denying its existence a
few weeks earlier, still is
provoking to many.
That thing still is an
uproar in mv district." said
Rose
Some
incumbent
members of the legislature
are having to defend their
voting records, including
Sen. Marigene Valiquette
I'll Toledo) She ia challenged by Republican John
P Rogers. He pledges to try

to rescuing Ohio ratification
of the women's equal rights
amendment, one of Valiquette s pet projects in
Columbus
BUT THE thread that ran
through moat of the candi-

dates' obaervationa w»« that
It is just plain difficult to get
voters interested, much leas
excited
Secretary of State Ted. W.
Brown, however, issued his
traditional forecast for the

election day turnout I
predicted a record. However
It apparently would be due to
the Influx of lS-to-21-yearold voters this time who
weren't eligible in the last
gubernatorial election.

DEPT. OF GEOLOGY
New Course, Spring 1975
205 Geologic History of Man (4)
Introduction to the study of
fossil man and human evolution.
No prerequisites.
The GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT offers courses
related to
FOOD, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION AND RURAL SETTLEMENT

JLisaneflol

Winter Quarter

VOTE TODAY

Qeonphy 425 Food Resources and Rural Development) 2 MTW, If

let's bear it for

CALL

352-5166

Good Government

103 N MAW

Open Sun. thru Thurs. 4:30 p.m.-l a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 4:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
Free Delivery

For County Comminloner

For

County Auditor

Dairy
Queen

Problems of area development in relationship to cultural, economic and physical resources, stressing
obstacles to rjresent development, needed changes and potentials for future growth. Chang and Spinelli

Students* - Faculty • BG Community
Spring Break (23-30 March)

Copper Mi, Keystone Mi, and Breckenridge
Includes:
Lodging • 7 nights at Wild Irishman condominiums in Keystone (with
kitchenettes).
Transportation • Round tnp jet Toledo to Denver end ground travel from Denver
to Keystone.

meeting November 7
at 4:00 till 5:00

WEDNESDAY
SPECIAL

Spring Quarter
Geography 442 Conservation. Resource end Rational Development) 6-10 pmT

SKI COLORADO

WINTER QUARTER
PROJECT INTERACTION
STUDENTS: ■

105 Hayes Hall

An analysis of the changes and trends m availability, production and consumption of food resources.
Discussion of related rural problems such as pollution, roninj. recreation and future expectations of
rural areas by urban populations. Carlson

Lift Ticket • 6 day ticket interchangeable with Keystone Mt., Copper Mt„ and
Breckenridge.

Robert
Dvnipoce
For State Representativ<
(•3rd Dist.)

Jane Coffer
Delarber
For Congressman
(5th Dist.)

First rate skiing, heated swimming pool, suana, and whirlpool.

Cost *282
*HPE 100-200 Credit Available*
Contact: Dick Bowers 372-2192
Obtain Reservation Forms in
HPE Office
200 Memorial Hall

NOV. 6 ONLY
• D.Q. Double Decker - TWO beef
patties with cheese stacked high on a three-piece bun with
your choice of lettuce, tomatoes, onions, pickles, salad
dressing, ketchup and mustard.

• French Fries
• Cole Slaw

YI.29

m^^

Reg. 4.45

1

$100
Art
Toafsfon
3
5
2

5
2
2
1

Bruce
Edwards
For Auditor of State

For Governor

John J. Gilligan

Thomas I. Ferguson

For Lietenant Governor

For Secretary of State

Richard F. Celeste

Tony P. Hall

For Attorney General

For Treasurer of State

William J. Brown

Gertrude Donahey

The polk are open
from 6:30 a.m.

to 7:30 p.m.

For United States Senator

Tue/doy Family (light
..ju/t like old time/.*'
. Steak, potato, salad and roll.
A real old fashioned bargain.

s r\

Ponderosa
STEAK HOUSE

John Glenn

WtirfCiMityDiwel
1001 VMrnf Dr.. IwH Onee, O.

hMM ArfMMtn

E. WOOSTER ST.
Across from the football stadium

rmf, 4/Ih. M N.W., Tuesday, Nwiwfai 5, 1974

League of Women Voters
provides voting information
The League of Women Voters of the United States ii a non-partisan
organization whose purpose It to promote political responsibility through
Informed and active partlclpaUon of citlxena In government.
The League Ukei action in support of or in opposition to Issues but only after
a thorough preliminary study plus subsequent approval by the League group
concerned.
The League endorses no candidates. It does present this Information to you.
the voter, so you go to the polls Informed.
The materials presented here were assembled In the following manner:
Questions were selected by the League of Women Voters and addressed to all
the candidates. Candidates were Informed that their responses would be
printed In their own words, and that each would be solely responsible for the
contents of the replies.
The League of Women Voters in publishing this material neither endorses
nor rejects the views of any candidates quoted and does not and cannot
assume responsibility for the contents of any candidate's reply or his
motivation In making the same.
We wish to thank the candidates for their cooperation In filling out and
returning the questionnaires from which this service was compiled.

County Commissioner race
SALARY: 110.400
TERM: 4years
RESPONSIBILITIES: To serve on the
Board of County Commissioners which
exercises financial control of county
expenditures: authorizes public works;
purchases land and buildings; lets
contracts: plans and administers
public welfare. The commission also
appoints other officials such as
directors or trustees to conduct the
operation of various departments
within the framework of the county.
The answer to the following question
is limited to 100 words.
What benefits would Wood County
receive by cooperation with the
Regional Planning and Development
Organisation? The Toledo
Metropolitan Council of Governments?

NAME: Paul W. Ladd
ADDRESS: 929 Melrose. Bowling
Green
PARTY: Republican
AGE: 58
EDUCATION: Degree in Business
Administration. Bowling Green State
University Class of 1940
OCCUPATION: Sales representative
(or St. Regis Paper Company
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: I
am well versed in governmental
processes, having served 12 years in
government as a Councilman (2 of
those years asVresident of Council I
and am currently serving a first 4 year1
term as Wood County Commissioner;
as a Commissioner I am
knowledgeable
about
the
responsibilities of the office. My
record as an elected official

Ohio Supreme Court Justice
SALARY: $40,000
TERM: (years
RESPONSIBILITIES: To bear all
cases Involving questions arising under
the Ohio or United States constitutions
To hear appeals in cases decided by
courts of appeals (may reverse or
modify decisions of the latter ) The
Supreme Court's decisions are final
except in cases involving constitutional
questions
The answer to the following question
Is limited to no more than 50 words.
Do you feel Ohio's system of
selection of judges is the moat
satisfactory method? If not. what
changes would you suggest?
NAM IE: Frank D. Celebreexe
ADDRESS: 8619 Whippoorwill Lane.
Cleveland
AGE: 45
EDUCATION: Our Lady of Angels
Grammar School
John Marshall High School
Ohio State University
Baldwin-Wallace College. B.S. 119521
Cleveland-Marshall Law School. J I)
11956)

OCCUPATION: Judge. Ohio Supreme
Court
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Eight years of private law practice
state senator. 1956-1956; special
counsel, attorney general of Ohio. 196062: Judge, common pleas court.
Cuyaboga County. 1984-1972; Judge,
Ohio Supreme Court. 1972-date
QUESTION: Yes Although the
elective system may have its faults, as
does any human institution, it is far
superior to the federal system which is
tantamount to appointment for life.
NAME: Sheldon A Taft
ADDRESS: 167 North

Remington

Road. Bexley

AGE: 37
EDUCATION: Amherst College. B.A
cum laude
Harvard Law School. 1.1. U
OCCUPATION: Partner in the law
firm of Vorys, Sater. Seymour & Pease
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Engaged in practice of law in
Columbus. Ohio - 1985 to 1969 and 1971
to present.
Appointed as Assistant Attorney
General of Ohio and Chief Legal

Counsel to Public Utilities Commission
-1989 to 1971.
Served as officer in United States Air
Force -1983 to 1985.
Admitted to practice law in Ohio -1962.
QUESTION: Ohio's system of electing
judges brings the courts closer to the
people and assures Ohio citizens of a

continuing opportunity to improve the
courts. The system may not be perfect.
but its alternatives are less so.
Rather than reject Ohio's system. I
recommend its improvement by
informational programs like yours.
NAME: Clifford F Brown
ADDRESS: 352 East Main Street.
Norwalk
AGE: 56
EDUCATION: 1932 Graduated first in
high school class, youngest at age 16.
1938 law degree from Notre Dame,
sixth In class, youngest at age 22
1938 admitted to practice law in Ohio in
Ohio, and passed Michigan Bar
Examination.
OCCUPATION: 1938-1965 General
practice of law except US. Army
service, 1943-1946 World War 11 (18
months overseas)
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: 1964
elected judge. Court of Appeals. Sixth

State Chief Justice
SALARY: $43,500
-.
TERM: 6 wars
RESPONSIBILITIES: To hear all
cases involving questions arising under
the Ohio or United States constitutions
To hear appeals in cases decided by
courts of appeals (may reverse or
modify decisions of the latter. I The
Supreme Court's decisions are final
except in cases involving constitutional
questions
The answer to the following question
is limited to no more than 50 words
Do you feel Ohio's system of
selection of judges is the most
satisfactory method? If not. what
changes would you suggest?
NAME: Joseph E. O'Neill
ADDRESS: 285 Gypsy Lane.
Youngstown
AGE: 48
EDUCATION: Graduated from Rayen
School. Youngstown. Ohio. Received a
B S. degree at John Carroll University
and Doctor of Jurisprudence from
Youngstown State University.
OCCUPATION: Judge, Seventh
District Court of Appeals of the state of
Ohio
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Attended and completed appelate
seminar conducted at New York

University. New York. New York
QUESTION: I feel that the present
system of selecting judges has.
through the years, proven to be a
satisfactory method. We are, however,
in a period where the excessive cost of
public exposure might have an effect
upon the responsibility of the judiciary
This question could best be decided by
the electorate voting upon a
constitutional amendment.
NAME: C William O'Neil
ADDRESS: 1560 London Drive.
Columbus
AGE: 58
EDUCATION: Marietta High School
Marietta College. A.B Degree. 1938 Phi Beta Kappa
Ohio Slate University Law School. J.D ■
Degree, 1942. Order of the Coif
OCCUPATION: Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of Ohio.
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Attorney General of Ohio-six years
Justice of the Supreme Court of Ohio10 years
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of
Ohio-four years
QUESTION: No The evils in Ohio's
system are: partisan nomination.
campaign finance, seeking public

endorsement from special interestests
and the name game. We need an
acceptable alternative which will
minimize the evils and replace the
name game with qualified judges The
new judicial code has made
considerable 'improvement in the
svstem.

District, reelected 1970 to second six
year term. now senior judge
QUESTION: Yes. but these changes
would be an improvement. The terms
of appellate and Ohio Supreme Court
justices should be lengthened from six
years to 10 or 12 years. For election of
Ohio Supreme Court justices, the state
should be divided into seven districts.
and one justice elected from each
district.
NAME: Thomas M. Herbert
ADDRESS: 7640 Bellaire Avenue.
Dublin
AGE: 46
EDUCATION: B.S.. L.L.B.. J.D.
degree, O.S.U.
OCCUPATION: Justice, Ohio Supreme
Court
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Elected 1960. 1962. 1964 State
Representative. Ohio General
Assembly; elected 1968 Judge. Court of
Appeals: elected 1968 Justice.
Supreme Court: graduate National
College State Trial Judges. University
of Nevada: graduate Senior Appellate
Judges Seminar. New York University
School of Law, member National
Institute Judicial Administration:
member American Judicature Society.
American. Ohio State. Columbus Bar
Associations: decorated Korean
combat veteran; married, two
children.
QUESTION: Our present system of
judicial selection is not without its
problems. For example, too often
voters are unable to obtain sufficient
information concerning the
temperament, background and
qualifications of judicial candidates
Nonpartisan funds could be made
equally available to all judicial
candidates to remedy this and political
labels discarded

demonstrates an ability to listen to all
sides of a problem, make an appraisal
of the facts, then make a judgement in
the public interest. My training in the
sales field enables me to communicate
sensibly with others: the ability to
communicate is vital to a
Commissioner who wants to properly
represent the citizens of Wood County.
QUESTION: It has been decreed by
the State and federal governments that
certain governmental facilities and
studies and programs shall be
instituted on a regional basis (rather
than each political subdivision going it
alone), with, hopefully, avoidance of
duplication
TMACOG is the
recognized agency for receiving
applications for proposed facilities,
studies, programs, etc by political
subdivisions within their jurisdictional
area. Two principal advantages accrue
to Wood County by membership in
TMACOG. (a) Chances of outside
funding are minimized without the
TMACOG review and endorsement,
(b) No political subdivision is an
island; it is healthy to know what your
neighboring Townships. Villages and
Cities and Counties are doing and
planning. Cooperation between
goverments could avoid duplication
and save valuable tax dollars
TMACOG s being the region's clearing
house serves an Important function for
the many political subdivisions who
are members of it.
NAME: Robert D Dunipace
ADDRESS: 5871 Muir Rd..
Pemberville
PARTY: Democrat
AGE: 61
EDUCATION: Graduate of Bowling
Green school system. Advanced work
at Ohio State University College of
Agriculture.
OCCUPATION: For the last 35 years
involved as farm owner and operator in
Webster. Center and Middleton
Townships. Wood County. Partner in
certified seed business operating
throughout northwest Ohio
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Vocational pursuits are the basis of an
acute understanding of business
enterprise and its relationship to
government, especially at the
Township. City and County level, and
an appreciation ni the proper posture
of elected county officials to all
segments of the Wood County
populace.
As a member of the Wood County
Board of Soil and Water Conservation
District. I have had first hand exposure
to the monumental problems relating
to soil and water conservation,
abatement of pollution problems and
preservation of the ecological balance
that will be required to allow for the
maximum utilization of natural
resources
As a member of a Township Zoning
Board of Appeals. 1 have an in depth
understanding of land use problems

and the application of zoning
regulations as a means of preserving
the benefits of land ownership within a
frame work of concern for all citizens
in our expanding economy
Activities in business, farm and
fraternal organizations has developed
my respect and concern for the
requirements of cooperation as among
the segments of our economy, and
application of sound business
principals in the operation of the office
of the County Commissioners
QUESTION: I conclude that Wood
County, can and should, benefit from
its association with the Toledo
Metropolitan Council of Governments,
on the basis of its positive approach to
area problems, and consolidation of
efforts to obtain Federal and State
governmental funding of programs of
mutual concern to the participating
agencies in the areas of law
enforcement, mass transportation,
ecology, planning and purchasing, to
name a few.
I would assert that area cooperative
projects should be designed to benefit
all participating government units and
that a full and complete understanding
of cooperative management of the
Toledo Metropolitan Council of
Governments affairs in mandatory
NAME: Daniel J Sutkus
ADDRESS: 1130 Owen Rd. Lake Twp .
North wood
PARTY: Independent
AGE: 47
EDUCATION: Macomber High School
University of Toledo Bachelor of
Education
OCCUPATION: Owner/Teacher
Reading Research 4309 Woodvtlle Rd.
Northwood. Ohio 43619
Work with children and adults with
normal intelligence that have difficulty
with reading.

Insurance salesman with Harlev J,
Miller Agency MUlbury, Ohio
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: My
experience as a citizen, watching the
American way of life erode I would
like to be put into a position where I
could help stop elected officials and
bureaucracies from dictating to the
people

QUESTION: The intention is good and
we could profit from cooperation on
things like police protection and waste
disposal.

Yet it is a bureaucracy, which I'm
opposed to It thrives on tax payers
money but is far removed from them.
TMACOG stales that the suburban
ring hasn't met their responsibility iq
building subsidized housing for low
income families. I could not support
this type of logic for our people
We have the good life and it will take
vigilance to protect and preserve it.
I say cooperate with TMACOG. but
be careful not to get entangled in the
web of 'free' government money

Attorney General delegates
SALARY: $38,000
TERM: 4years
RESPONSIBILITIES: Chief law
officer of the state and all its
departments Advises state officers.
the General Assembly and appears as
the state's legal representative in civil
or criminal cases directly or indirectly
involving the state
NAME: William J Brown
ADDRESS: 833 Mission Hills Lane.
Worthington
PARTY: Democrat
AGE: 33
EDUCATION: Bachelor of Arts.
Duquesne University. 1963
Juris Doctorate. Ohio Northern

University College of Law 1987
OCCUPATION: Attorney General of
Ohio

TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: A
major Ohio newspaper has said
Attorney General William J. Brown
has accomplished more than the
previous five Attorneys General
combined. Our accomplishments have
added to our reputation in Ohio as "the
people's lawyer".
Many Ohioans are personally aware
of our success in such areas as drug
abuse, criminal Investigation,
consumer frauds and the environment.
We now intend to apply our expertise
and experience to expanding these

legal services for the people of Ohio.
NAME: George C. Smith
ADDRESS: 4326 Lyon Drive
Columbus. Ohio
PARTY: Republican
AGE: 39
EDUCATION: Columbus Public
Schools 1953; Ohio State University
B.A. 1957. selected to all four men's
nonoraries: Ohio State University
College of Law J.D. and admitted to
Ohio Bar 1959
OCCUPATION: Incumbent Franklin
County Prosecuting Attorney at
Columbus, since January 1971.
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Asst Columbus City Attorney 1959-

1982. First Asst. to Mayor. Columbus.
1962-1964: Asst. Attorney General to
William B Saxbe 1964; Chief Civil
Counsel to Franklin County
Prosecuting Attorney 1965-1970.
Completing fifteenth year of public law
practice. Completing fourth year as
prosecuting attorney of the
seventeenth largest county jurisdiction
in the United States. The operation and
administration of a large prosecuting
attorney's office is significantly
similar to the operation and
administration of the Ohio Attorney
General's office requiring seasoned
leadership and judgment.
Married, two sons, one daughter.

Local school, health levies
Four and one half mills is a
replacement of emergency millage
passed in 1971 for the duration of the
three years ending December 1974. The
passage of this levy will mean no
increase in taxes. This money is
needed to maintain the Bowling Green
schools at their present level of
operation.
Three mills to meet rising coats is
needed for the following areas:
1. To maintain the best possible
staff
2 To up-grade the staff.

3. To purchase necessary supplies
and equipment.
4. To meet the higher cost of
transportation.
The 3 mill levy will increase taxes.
This year the school district received
a one-time-only additional state aid of
$73,000; therefore, if both levies pass
the School Board intends to request
that only 2 mills of the 3 mill levy be
collected in 1975.
One mUl for 10 years. 1975 through
1984 for acquiring and constructing
residential facilities for the mentally

Common Pleas Court Justice
SALARY: $34,000
TERM:4years
RESPONSIBILITIES: To preside at
trials of both civil and criminal cases.
To supervise the jury commission.
grand jury, and other departments
assigned to the court.
NAME: George R. Hewes
ADDRESS: 117 North Summit Street
AGE: U
EDUCATION: Toledo and Grand
Rapids public schools; William and
Mary College: University of Toledo.
Doctor of Jurisprudence, U.S.

Officers' Training and British (M 1.9)
Intelligence Schools (WWII)
OCCUPATION: Lawyer
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Eighteen years trial and appellate
practice: first prosecutor Perrysburg
Municipal Court 196046. special
counsel Perrysburg Township since
1987; for Lucas. Cuyahoga and
Hancock Counties. Townships and
munipalities In tax appeals to Ohio
supreme or appellate courts; member.
Wood County, Northwest. Lucas.

Toledo. American and Ohio State Bar
Associations.
Writer. Toledo Blade 22 years

Toledo University
Doctor of
Jurisprudence
OCCUPATION: Practicing Attorney in
Wood County

NAME: Gale Williamson
ADDRESS: 2350 Elmore Rd..
Pemberville.
AGE: 45
EDUCATION: Pemberville High
School
Bowling Green University - Bachelor
ofArts
Ohio State University - Master of
Science

TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: 1
practise law In Federal Courts, the
Ohio Supreme Court. Appellate Courts.
Common Pleas Courts. Municipal.
County and Mayor Courts
I served as Assistant Wood County
Prosecuting Attorney for 3 years. I am
a lifelong resident of Wood County. I
was president of the Wood County Bar
Association in 1973

retarded in Wood County.
The purpose of this levy Is to
construct five residential homes to
bouse 40 mentally retarded citizens
of Wood County. The projected cost at
today's rates is estimated to be
between $900,000 and $1,000,000
Completion date is projected for
September 1976
The homes will be located across
from Wood Lane School at the
intersection of County Home and
Gypsy Lane Roads
At present over 90 citizens from
Wood County reside in private and
public institutions throughout Ohio.
Current cost to keep one person in a
state supported institution varies from
$6,000 to $9,000 per year
Anticipated cost for a resident to live
in the home-type atmosphere of the
proposed facilities would vary between
$3,000 and $5,000 annually The
proposed levy will adequately operate
the facility for 10 years
WOOD COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
LEVY
.3 mill renewal levy for 5 years. 1975
through 1979. to fund the county's
comprehensive mental health services.
The passage of this levy will mean no
increase in taxes.
The funds derived from this levy
enable the county to receive matching
funds from the state because of its

administration by the 648 Board. The
result is expanded mental health
services without a direct tax to Wood
County citizens for this service. During
the current fiscal year the levy will
produce $124,600 from the county and
the state will provide $199,521 in
matching funds. In addition to the
Mental Health Clinic the 648 Board also
funds the following programs:
1 WOOD COUNTY AFTER CARE
PROGRAM - serving all Wood County
residents discharged from the Toledo
Mental Health Center.
2. CRISIS PHONE - serving any
county resident in need with
information and referral services 24
hours a day. 7 days a week. .
3. KARMA - 24-hour. 7-day-a-week
crisis drug abuse program.
4. FAMILY SERVICES (A) - serving
any Wood County resident with
consultation and short and long-term
counseling.
5 FAMILY SERVICES (A) GERIATRICS SERVICES - serving
county residents who are 60 or over and
their families with consultation,
information and short and long-term
counseling.
6. CHILDREN'S SERVICES
ASSOCIATION - serving children of
the county by developing a county-wide
screening and detection program and
coordination with area child serving
agencies.
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Ohio Secretary of State
Treasurer candidates
SALARY: SS.000
TERM: 4 year*
RESPONSIBILITIES:
Collects money due the state
and pays warrants for
expenses against the state.
Records of the auditor and
treasurer must be in balance
with each other
NAME: Gertrude w
Donehev
ADDRESS: 2838 Sherwood
Road. Columbus
PARTY: Democratic
AGE: 16
EDUCATION: High School
and Business College
OCCUPATION: Treasurer
of the State of Ohio
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:" Over 15 years
experience in state and local

government. During fiscal
year 1973-1974, earned more
than 74 million dollars
through sound investment
policy, which is the most
ever made in the history of
the office. Earned over fltO
million in the first three and
one-half years of term
without the loss of a single
cent of the taxpayers'
money. During tenure,
changed operating procedures to speed processing of
daily receipts Work load
has doubled but staff has not
been increased. Stringent
budget policy has enabled
me to return more than
1400.000 from budget allocation to state of Ohio.
NAME: Richard H Harris

ADDRESS: 715 Pine Street.
Wauseon
PARTY: Republican
AGE: 42
EDUCATION: Defiance.
Ohio High School (College
Prep) 1950-BowlIP* Green
State University and Defiance College (Business
Administration) 1951 1953
Chase Law School Seminar
(Cincinnati) Ohio Legal
Institute Course (Cleveland (-Industrial Training
Instructor Course - Ohio
State
University
(Columbus). Numerous
seminars with Bureau of
Workmen's Compensation
OCCUPATION:
Legal
Administrative Aide
TRAINING
AND

EXPERIENCE: State
service with Ohio Bureau of
Workmen's Compensation
ll years. I held the
following positions in the
Bureau: Chief Investigator.
Hearing Officer I Toledo) Deputy Administrator
(Youngstown)
Deputy
Administrator (Cincinnati) Deputy Administrator
(Cleveland) - Coordinator
Statewide District Offices Coordinator training and
Public Information ParaLegal Administration in
large Toledo Law Office.
Responsibility for large
sums of money - experience
in obtaining federal funding
and initiating new State
Government Programs

State constitution changes
EXPLANATION OF ISSUE
NO. 1
The Ohio Constitution
presently provides that the
land and improvements
thereon must be taxed by
uniform rule according to
value The only current
exception
to
this
requirement Is the 1970
amendment which permits
the General Assembly to
provide in the tax laws for a
reduced tax for residents 66
years of age and older by
providing for a reduction in
the value of the homestead
of such persons
Issue No. 1. if passed,
would create a second
exception to the uniform tax
rule by permitting the
General Assembly to reduce
the homestead value in the
case of permanently and
totally disabled persons,
thereby reducing their
taxes.
ISSUE NO. 2
To repeal section 12 of
Article VIII of the Ohio
Constitution, which requires
the governor to appoint a
Superintendent of Public
Works for a one-year term.
EXPLANATION OF ISSUE
NO. 2
Article VIII. Section 12 of
the Ohio Constitution
requires the Governor to
appoint a superintendent of
public works for a one year
term.
Due to an enactment of
the 110th General Assembly
creating the Department of
Administrative Services,
the duties of the Department
of Public Works were
included, as were those of
the Departments of Finance
and State Personnel, in this

new department. As such,
there Is no longer a
Department of Public
Works, as its duties and
functions are now lodged
with the Director of
Administrative Services,
who. under the provisions of
law. Is appointed by the
Governor serve at his
pleasure with the advice and
consent of the Senate.
ISSUE NO. 1
To include the following
among the purposes for
which public industrial
development revenue bonds
may be issued and loan
guarantee programs
undertaken, without
obligating or pledging
moneys raised by taxation:
1. The preservation of
existing jobs.
2. The control of air. water
and thermal pollution.
3. The disposal of solid
waste, and

4. The construction of
electric and gas utility
service facilities for
pollution control or solid
waste disposal.
EXPLANATION OF ISSUE
NO 1
Article VIII. Section 13 of
the Ohio Constitution
currently permits public
industrial
development
revenue bonds and loan
guarantee financing of
facilities for industry,
commerce, distribution and
research, to create jobs and
employment opportunities
and improve the economic
welfare of the people of the
state. Such financing is done
through issuance of revenue
bonds or guarantees of
loans, with moneys for
repayment coming from the

operation of the facilities.
Moneys raised by taxation
may not be obligated or
pledged for payment of the
bonds of guarantees. That
restriction would be
retained in this amendment.
The amendment would
add the preservation of
existing jobs to the creation
of jobs as a proper purpose
of such financing, and would
also add the control of air,
water, and thermal pollution
and the disposal of solid
waste as separate objectives
for such bonds or loan
guarantees.

The present section
forbids facilities to be
constructed through such
financing "for the purpose
of providing electric or gas
utility service to the
public." The amendment
would make an exception to
this for pollution control and
solid waste disposal
facilities, so that they would
be financed through utility
rates, which will provide the
moneys to pay off the
financing without in any way
obligating or pledging any
moneys raised by taxation

SALARY: $38,000
TERM: 4years
RESPONSIBILITIES: Chief
elections officer of the state
Regulates registration of
voters and proposes rules
and regulations and
instructions for the conduct
of elections
NAME: Tony P Hall
ADDRESS: 2924 Knoll
Ridge Drive. Dayton
PARTY: Democrat
AGE: 32
EDUCATION: Kettering
schools; B.A.. Denison University
OCCUPATION: State
Senator
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: Served two
years in Peace Corps in
Thailand
Elected State
Representative in 1968: reelected in 1970 Elected
state Senate in 1972 Strong

supporter of environmental
bills; state's first minimum
wage, improved state hospital conditions Vigorously
backed property tax reduction (or the elderly.
Vietnam Veterans Bonus
Former Dayton Junior
Chamber of Commerce
"Outstanding Young Civic
Leader " Selected "Legislator of the Year" by Ohio
Association for Retarded
Children and Ohio Real
Estate Association Won
high ranking (rom Ohio
Consumer Affairs Association and Ohio Council of
Churches Committed to
election reform, opening up
the election process door
to-<loor registration. permanent registration: uniform election procedures.
September
primary
elections, stricter campaign

What kinds of court
reform would you want to
institute during your term of
office? Should a judge be

involved in court reform?
NAME: John W. Potter
ADDRESS: 2418 Middlesex
Dr.. Toledo, Ohio
AGE: 55
EDUCATION:
Toledo
Public Schools, University
of Toledo, University of
Michigan Law School.
OCCUPATION: Incumbent
Judge of the Court of
Appeals - Sixth Appellate
District of Ohio
TRAINING
AND
EXPERIENCE: Service on
this Court and other District
Courts of Ohio; Service by
appointment on the Supreme
Court of Ohio; graduate
New York University Law
School Appellate Judges

NAME: Ted W Brown
ADDRESS: 6036 Dublin
Road. Dublin
PARTY: Republican
ACE: 68
EDUCATION: Attended
Springfield Public Schools.
High School and Wittenberg
Academy. Wittenberg
College (now University)
OCCUPATION: Secretary
of State
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: As Secretary of
State 1 seek reelection on
the basis of my experience
and record in office. It has
been my policy to offer
constructive legislative
proposals in each session of
the General Assembly. 114
out of 141 have been enacted.

SALARY: 138.000
TERM: 4 years
RESPONSIBILITIES: Chief
accounting officer of the
state. He maintains
accurate records of all
money, stocks and bonds,
etc. paid out of or received
by the state treasury.
NAME: Thomas B.
Ferguson
ADDRESS: 8817 Tulipwood
Ct., Cincinnati
PARTY: Democrat
AGE: 45
EDUCATION: Columbus
Aquinas High School and
Ohio State University, BS
degree in business administration. I960
OCCUPATION:
Deputy

Auditor of State
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: Over 20 years of
business and governmental
experience For six years
prior to July 10. 1973. when
he was appointed deputy
auditor, he was district
director of the U.S Department of Commerce in Cincinnati In 1972. he assumed
additional responsibility as
regional export marketing
manager He served as assistant Treasurer of State
from 1959 through 1962 He
has experience in tax.
insurance and cost accounting fields. After
leaving state service he
became a systems analyst
for the Ohio Company, a
stock investment company

NAME: Harold R. Bateson
ADDRESS: 9731 Wmgstpn
Rd, Rudolph
PARTY: Republican
AGE: 48
EDUCATION:
Graduate
Liberty Township High
School
Bowling Green and I'enta
Tech
Graduate of The International Association
Assessing Officers Real
Estate Appraisal

OCCUPATION: Wood
County Auditor
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: Property owner and
partner in Bateson Farms
Served three terms as
Liberty Township Trustee,
past president of County
Trustee and Clerks: served
as director. Secretary, and
serving as first vice
president of state organization when elected Wood
County Auditor; past School
Board member, Served on
Soil Conservation and
Agriculture Extention
Service boards; director of
The Bank of Wood County;

wide experience in industry
and business properties also
working with estates, rightof-way. sales and arbitration
appraisal
NAME: Jane Coller
Delarber
ADDRESS: 629 South
Summit Street
PARTY: Democrat
AGE: 46
EDUCATION: Graduated
BGHS -1945
OCCUPATION:
City
Auditor
Partnership in Delarber
Greenhouse
TRAINING AND EXPER-

ii

A judge should be involved
in court reform as be is most
aware of the problems. He
needs the effective help of
citizens groups.

Department of Romance Languages
WINTER:
Latin 142 - Great Roman Minds (2370)
Povsic 2:00 MTW, 1:00F

SPRING:
French 261 - Modern French Writers in Transition

(1673) L Locey 10 MTR
No prerequisite courses
count toward Humanities Requirements

TONIGHT!!
7:00 PINK DOGWOOD
Speaker: M. Golden

Topic- Chicago Board
Options Exchange
yt ****■**•**"*■*•* A A A*;
yL

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT - $1.00 * I.D.

J ^JI'IJ'M*

!

"MIXEDCOMPANY" \

)f ^KEEEaBsF

Ends Tonight 700*9:15

STARTS WEDNESDAY
EVENINGS 7:15 4 9:45

IT'S
SURVIVAL
OF THE
FIERCEST.
AND THE
FUNNIEST.

Seminar; Member of American Bar Association, Judicial Division Appellate
Judges Conference. Member
Toledo - Lucas - Ohio American Bar Associations.
QUESTION: We will institute with the Law School of
the University of Toledo a
Legal Intern prograir to
assist our Appeals Court to
effectively and fairly deal
with a case load which has
doubled in the last 10 years.

STOCK MKT. CLUB

IENCE: City Auditor B4
years
Current Oil ice work entails.
aVerage payroll • 150 biweekly; modernized office
procedures - i.e payroll to
computer: management of
Receipts and Disbursements, totaling $9,127.203 21
for 1973 involving 22
different accounts
Continuing education Through
everyday
experience
conferences
concerning new ideas (i.e.
Revenue Sharing Meetings,
held in Orlando. Detroit.
Columbus >

professionally
trained
personnel and who will
move Ohio into the "performance audit" era. Forty
other states now conduct
these audits. This approach
will save millions of tax
dollars by questioning the
efficiency of public
programs. Ohio needs an
independent State Auditor
who will audit state
government with a professional eye. regardless of
the partisan affiliation of
any other state official. Only
candidate for Auditor to
comply fully with Common
Cause campaign contribution-expenditure disclosure program Pledged to
reveal all campaign contributions. Will abolish flower
fund in State Auditor's
office.

Was on active duty U.S.
Navy, 1052-54 and recently
retired as lieutenant commander. U.S. Naval
Reserves.
NAME: Roger W. Tracy. Jr
ADDRESS: 88 East Broad
Street, Columbus
PARTY: Republican
AGE: 35
EDUCATION: Miami University. B.S. - Business
Administration. Ohio State
University College 'of Law.
J.D.
OCCUPATION: Attorney
Ueneral Counsel - County
Treasurers Association.
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: State Representative. 1966-70: Finance.
Taxation. State Government
Committees.
Ohio needs a State Auditor
who will staff the office with

Wood County Auditor
SALARY: $15,200
TERM: 4years
RESPONSIBILITIES Chief
financial officer of the
county. He is an agent of the
state government and his
office is subject to state
regulations and audit.
Accounts for all receipts and
expenditures, and issues of
all checks and warrants
originate in this office.

I have conducted training
conferences twice each year
to keep election officials
abreast of legislative and
judicial actions. These
efforts have produced a
standard of election administration emulated by other
states.
My
Voter
Information Program Is aa
effective tool for communicating the rights and duties
of citizenship to Ohioana in
general and first-time
voters in particular.
Attorneys and financial
institutions appreciate the
one-day service rendered by
our Corporate and Uniform
Commercial Code divisions
Through modern microfilm
and
computerization
systems we have maintained
this efficient service despite
an increased volume of
activity

Ohio's State Auditor

Court of Appeals
SALARY: $47,000
TERM: 6years
RESPONSIBILITIES: The
Court of Appeals is essentially a Court of Review.
Decisions are final except in
cases involving constitutional questions, cases of
felony, cases in which it has
original jurisdiction, and
cases of public or great
general interest.
The answers to the following questions are limited
to total of not more than 50
words.

financing legislation.
Campaign theme: "Voting
is a right, not a privilege."

FUMMIIKIMIMIIIIII

BURT REYNOLDS
"THE LONGEST YARD"

LITTLE SIS RUSH
SIGMA NU'S NEW PROGRAM
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"ITALIAN GRAFFITI''
ENDS TONIGHT 7:30 4 9:20

3

STARTS WEDNESDAY!
EVENINGS 7:00, 8:45 & 10:30

TUES., WED. & THURS.
7-9 P.M.

1974s MOST HILARIOUS
WILDEST MOVIE
IS HERE!

SIGMA NU HOUSE • NEW FRATERNITY ROW
BY HARSHMAN

"COME OVER AND LET US
EXPLAIN THE NEW PROGRAM
TO YOU"

AAAAAAAA A A A A A A A A"*-
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'Roaring Re-occurance'
features many 'firsts'
It was billed as The Roaring Reoccurrence." But there were several
"firsts" with the re-occurrences during
Homecoming. 1974.
A four-day Dixieland Jazz Festival in
a Big Top tent was the first big jazz
festival held on a college campus in
several years. Sponsored by the Alumni
Association, the festival featured food,
beer and jazz bands of national
prominence.
Dionne Warwicke appeared in the first
Union Activities Organization (UAO)
concert of the year. Warwicke
performed many of her hits to Friday
night's audience in Anderson Arena.
Comedian David Brenner also was on
the bill with Warwicke. Following their

concert, a bonfire and fireworks lit up
the Friday night sky
Probably what will be the longestremembered "first" was the crowning
of a male Homecoming queen, or
representative, as he was called at the
football game. Richard A. Morrow,
junior (Ed.). wore a top hat and tails to
a sparsely attended coronation early
Friday evening His court included four
senior women clad in flapper dresses.
Not to be outdone by any of the other
fellows at the football game. Freddy
Falcon showed up with a shapely chick
named Frieda But the pair of mascots
were unable to help the Falcons chalk up
a victory as they lost to the Ohio
University Bobcats, 33-22.

Newsphotos by Dan Feicht
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Firelands branch
maintains active
Veterans Club

While the University's
Veterans' Club has been
struggling to survive, the
Veterans Club at the
Firelands branch has
managed to assert itself as
an active and viable
organisation
John Hartung. veterans
representative at the
Firelands campus, will
explain its success at an
organizational meeting of
the University Veterans
Club at ( p.m. Friday in the
Capital Room. Union
The Veterans Club at
Firelands serves much the
same function there thai
fraternities and sorottes
serve here, and It is also
very active in student
government." said Chuck
Beddard. a former member
of the Firelands Veterans
Club.
Beddard. senior (11 A 1.
attended Firelands for two
years before transferring to
the main campus
WHEN ASKED why be
didn't join the club on the
main campus. Beddard said.
"The first I knew it existed
was when I saw the notice in
the paper that it did not exist
anymore," he said

Beddard and Don
McVehil. senior (Ed.). the
former president of the
Veterans Club, have been
working together the last
two weeks with the help of
University Veterans
Representative Dale
Stylinski in hope of reestablishing the club as an
active organisation on
campus.
All three men said they
hope there is a strong
turnout at Friday's meeting.
The meeting is open to all
interested veterans and
veteran's dependants

Veterans bonus
Many disabled veterans
may be entitled to more
money than they received
from Ohio's Vietnam
Veterans Bonus Commission
because of a recent ruling by
the commission
According to the Ohio
Constitution.
"Persons
medically discharged or
medically retired from
service due to combatrelated
disabilities
sustained in Vietnam
service shall be paid five
hundred dollars "
John W Bush, director of

the Ohio Bonus Commission,
has expressed concern that
many disabled veterans may
have been honorably
separated from service In
categories other than
"medically discharged" or
"medically retired" and
subsequently
received
lesser bonuses than to which
the> may be entitled.
TO QUALIFY for the
maximum bonus, the
commission ruled, veterans
with combat related
disabilities must first apply
to the personnel olfice of
their respective services for
a change of discharge
Alter the disabled
veteran's discharge is
changed to read "medically
discharged" or "medically
retired." the Ohio Bonus
Commission will issue him a
supplementary check of
educational assistance
entitlement for the
difference between the
bonus he received and the
maximum to which he is
entitled.
The
commission.
however, is not authorized
to request such a change of
discharge The change must
be requested by the veteran,
acci'tiling to Bush.

Warwicke concert cool, precise
Review by
David Fannray
A large number of news
commentators -both
television and magazine-have
been having a good time
lately pointing out the return
to a 1950 s mentality 'on
America's campuses.
If any of these men and
women had been on the University campus last Friday
evening. I am sure they
would have felt quite
satisfied with their
analyses.
Homecoming
concert 1974 perfectly conformed to my mental image
of what a homecoming
concert must have been in
"the happy days."
I DID NOT see one wine
bottle, reefer or high school
hipster passed out on the
floor. There was no
madness, no confusion. A
person could leave his seat
to talk to a friend, and
return unhassled to find his
seat still empty and waiting
for him

The reason for this surreal
situation in Memorial Hall
was obvious. The Union
Activities Organization
(UAOI had decided to drive
straight down the middle of
the road on its way to
homecoming this year
Dionne Warwicke was the
featured performer
The effects this selection
had on the concert need
little explanation She drew
an older and more reserved
crowd There were clean-cut
couples in abundance-the
men in sharp suits, the
women in their stylish
autumn plaids Families
were not afraid to bring
small children Even University President Hollis A
Moore Jr was there
With this composition, the
audience generated a warm
and relaxed atmosphere
This was enhanced by a
feeling of intimacy that was
the result of the poor
attendance for the event.
(Only 1.500-2.000 persons, a
UAO spokesmen said. I

COMEDIAN
David
Brenner opened the show
He began his act by congratulating the University
on its selection of a male
homecoming queen He
esaily moved into an
extended monologue in
which he touched upon many
of the routines he has
popularized on Johnny
Carson's Tonight show.
These included stories
about how tough his
neighborhood in South Philadelphia was, a description of
how strange his family was.
and a tirade about the
hassles involved when one
has to deal with America s
airlines.
Although Brenner is one of
the most widely noted of
America's new comedians,
his material was strictly in
the tradition of such classic
lunny-men as Bob Hope and
Jonathan King Brenner's
offbeat way of looking at
life, and his warm stage
personality made his
monologue consistently
enjoyable

He never inspired riotous
outbursts of laughter, but he
was able to keep a strong
undercurrent of laughs
running throughout his
segment of the concert
DIONNK. WARWICKE'S
portion o( the show was
exactly what was expected
She appeared onstage with
little flourish With no
hesitation, she began a set
which proved why she has
been able to make a career
by appealing to both middle
of the road 1MOH > ami pop
audiences
Dionne had the cool,
precise voice of an expen
em-ed pop singer It was
neither too gritty, nor too
perfect-thr standard of
MOK excellence
Her material included the
osngs and styles the
audience had obviously
come to hear She ran
through her recent hit
Then Came You," a
number of recent hits by

other artists, and a medley
of her greatest hits
The medley, which
included favorites like "San
Jose." Walk On By and
1 'lose To You. ' was clearly
the highlight of the concert
ll was .1 nostalgic flashback
to the days when Top 40
radio always seemed fresh
and Interesting, il not totally
inspiring
Although Dionne was the
picture of cool professionalism while singing, she
seemed
surprisingly
awkward between songs
She wandered about the
stage while vacantly
constructing speeches lor
the audience
I do not know il this is just
an aspect of her usual stage
presence, or if her mind was
not quite in Bowling Green,
but this stage manner was
somewhat unnerving It was
the only detraction,
however, from her
otherwise perfect presentation of easy listening
music

Rundgren fans treated to new release
Review by
FraakJohMM
True fans of that Wizard
and True Star. Todd
Rundgren. rejoice! After
you're through with his own
"Utopia" album and the
record from toe Hello
People, be sure to go and get
Rudgren's newest "War
Babies" (Atlantic 18109)
Sure it says Daryl Hall
and John Oates on the cover,
but don't let that fool you
Even though these two
talented fellows write the
songs and do most of the
vocals, read the back cover:
"Produced, engineered li
supervised by Todd
Rundgren" Need more?
"Todd Rundgren. Lead
guitar, background vocals.

etc." Now if you know
Rundgren you know that
"etc " can mean just about
anything.
Perhaps a further quote on
the back cover will put
things into'place: "Anything
worth doing is worth overdoing "P Muse
That should tell you the
fine mess Hall and Oates
have gotten themselves into.
DON'T GET the idea that
I don't like Todd Rundgren. I
really do. But it's just, that I
also like Hall 4 Oates. a pair
of guys who did some real
nice music on their last
album, "Abandonned Luncheonnete."
A very nice album it was.
but instead of hearing more

•of their simple, pleasant
music we're treated to
Rundgren's complicated
music. In fact, it's hard to
tell exactly how mucu Hall
& Oates had to do with the
album.
SO ANYWA.Y. this
album's about the >95Q's. It
all comes down to one song,
actually. "War Baby Son of
Zorro" goes through the
1950s, as most Americans
go "through the medium pf
television.
Mentions of puffed wheat.
Simoniz wax and Wyatt
Earp flow through Daryl
Hall's words But all of
these terms get lost as this
track is smothered with
numerous sound and elec-

tronic effects.
Credit, though, must be
given to the opening of the
song, a wailing air raid
siren. Remember air raid drills'
Hall tries the Harry
Chapin-narrative routine
with the soft "Screaming
Through December." The
weird effects of this one
aren't covering as before,
but in fact compliment
Hall's words. The story's
about these weird musician
types including one Faustus
who "ate glass for an appetizer, and bled all over his
synthesizer."
Hall & Oates are both responsible for "Is it a Star."
some semi-autobiographical

stuff on the life of a rockand-roller.
THE DUO teams up lor
the grand finale. "Johnny
Gore and the 'C Eaters."
This is their own personal
version of "Johnny B.
Goode."
It is a good heavy rocker
with the chorus chanting
"So go Johnny, do what you
wanna do " Johnny is a
guitar player who takes a
groupie and leaves her dead,
with a guitar •■trap in hand
and a 'C on the back Some
what gruesome
So you see. while there are
a few good points. "War
Babies" is a lousy Hall &
Oates album. But it's a
damn good Todd Rundgren
album

Sign-up set for job interviews
Sign-up for the following
interviews will be held
Thursday from 4:30-5:30
p.m. for school and Friday
from 3-4 p.m. for non-school
jobs. Both sign-ups will be in
the Forum. Student Services
BWg
Students must present a
standard placement office
data sheet for each interview at the time of sign-up.
BUSINESS
Nov. II
Tie Travelers Cera, (citixenship reqd.)-sales rep.
trainee: B/bus. related:
management trainee:
B/bus. related
Bacyrai Blade (citizenship reqd. 1-December
grads only-assistant export
manager: B/mktg (must be
bilingual in Romance or
German language): sales

trainee: B/mktg and ind.
tech.
Oscar Mayer (perm, visa
or U.S. citizen 1-sales
trainee and production
management trainee:
BliM/any major
Nov. a
Marathon Oil Co. (citizenship reqd. )-f inancial
analyst, accounting and
auditors: B & MBA; associate salesmen: B/bus. and
math.; information systems
icomp sci): bachelor's. All
interested students should
read recruiting literature.
' Grow With Marathon.''
NOT. tl
Marathon OH Ca.-see
Nov. 10 listing.
Nov.«
Republic Steel (perm,
visa or U.S. citizen)-management trainee production
supervisor: bus. mgt and
ind./ tech.

Toledo Trail Co.- credit
analyst: BfcM/fin.; cost &
budget manager. M/acctg.
AGENCIES
Nov.lt
National Labor Relations
Bonn* (citizenship reqd 1
field examiner: B/pol. sci..
econ . bus., acctg . personnel relations, ind.
relations, labor relations
and law (prefer 3.0 or
higher).
SCHOOLS
Nov. a
Elyria City Schools- math
(arithmetic, gen. math.,
algebra): 7-9; English
(general): 7-9: science (life
science and earth science):
7-0: home econ (general):
7-9. art (general): elementary: art (three dimensional): senior high:
bus. education (com-

prehensive 1: senior high;
educ. media (books and
library services): elementary and secondary: industrial arts (general shop):
7-9: special education (EMR
& LBD): elementary: special education (EMR): junior
high: music (vocal): elementary: physical education
(girls HPE): secondary:
elementary (primary and
intermediate) K-8.
Sandaiky Public Schools
(citizenship reqd. 1 -art k12: English: 7-12: business
education (comp.-voc.): 912: home econ. ivoc.) 7-12:
elementary education k 6:
ind. education: 7-12: math:
7-11: music (elementary
vocal). 1-6: special education (EMR-LD): 1-12:
physical education: 1-12: all
vocational fields: 9-12.

Nov. 21
Saadosky Public Schools
seeNov 20 listing
Elyrla City Schools-see
Nov. 20 listing.
Nov. a
Lake foanty Board of
Edscatloa (citizenship
reqd 1
comprehensive
business
education
(stenography): 9-12: science
(chem. and/or physics): 1112: special education (EMR
si LI)) 1-6. math: 7-12: elementary: k-6. music
(vocal): eleinent.il 1 music
(instrumental): 1-12:
physical
education
(women): 7-12; ind. arts: 711: special education
(speech and hearing): 1-12:
vocational (DE and home
ee.): 11-12; home ec. (high
school): 7-12: English: 7-12;
languages (Spanish and
French): 7-12.
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Thefts abound over weekend
By Mareta Cw»
Stall Retwrksr

Campus Safety officials
are still looking (or a roan
MM allegedly Hole a car
belonging to William Eysaen
Irom the downtown area
Friday.
Campus Safety police
ckaaed the man through the
Bast Court and Thuntin
Streets area. They lost him
a/ter he had an accident on
State Highway 105 and fled
the car.

I oa the conditions
be fU hU fIne. displayed
exemplary conduct far three
years, and completed a
drlvar Improvement
seegrambyJan«.im
His operator's license was
also suspended for all
months.

Dark. WUliager, jwaier
(St.). wae arrested 8)g*srday (or driving while under
tba hwlawaM tf aleaM atftar
his car struck a tree m free*
af the Camma Phi BeU
house Estimated damage to
his car la over $1M.
He appeared la Bowling
Greea Municipal Court
yesterday morning and
pleaded no contest Ht was
fined »1*0 and 111 costs and
given a 10-day sentence In
the county jail: Seven days
Of lh« sentence war*

DAVID
BROWNING.
junior (B.A.), was arrested
Saturday and charged with
public indecency after ha
was apprehended (or
swimming
nude
ill

DEPARTMENT OF ROMANCE LANGUAGE
Spring: Latin 145: Gretk& Latin Roots (2275) Povsic
9,00 TWRF

Have trouble understanding
and remembering medical &
scientific terminology?

No Prerequisite
Take this course

Peregrine Pond
Ha
appeared in Municipal Court
yesterday morning HU case
win ha continued Thursday.
Kevin Brown, sophomore
(A«8). waa arrested
Saturday (or criminal
mischief after allegedly
breaking an exit sign on taw
west side of Rodgers Hall.
Ha will appear in Municipal
Court Nov. 12
Michael Oreo, freshman
(Ed.), was arrested Saturday In Lot Sl» near the
stadium (or baring an open
container
He was arrested as ha left
the alumni tent with an open
can of beer after being
warned by a Campus Safety
officer He also will appear
in Municipal Court Nov. 11
SATURDAY, Jeff Brownfield, freshman (B.A.).
reported 880 cash and an
unknown amount of meal
coupons was missing from
his room in Kohl Hall.
Sunday, his roommate,
David Kasbee. freshman
(B.A. I, reported K cash and
M la meal coupons were
allegedly taken. Access to

the room was gained
through a window.
Sunday, Randy Hathaway,
Junior IA4SI, reported
someone had entered his
room In the Sigma Chi bouse
through a window and had
allegedly taken $40.
Janet Beam, freshman
(Ed.), reported her purse
waa allegedly stolen from
the Ice Arena Friday.
Gaye Yocfcey, instructor
in the Instructional Media
Center, reported her wallet
was missing from the media
lab In the education building
Friday The wallet was
recovered In Lot G, in front
of Campus .Safety, with fl«
missing.
Melanie Geyer. Junior
(Ed.I, reported the driver
and passenger windows In
her 1968 Opal Cadet were
broken Saturday while the
car was parked in Lot Eight
AA behind Offenhauer
Towers.
Damage
is
estimated at SB.
Sunday Brian Frye
reported his tape player was
taken from his car while it
was parked in Lot Six The
tape player is valued at 17b

local briefs

1974-1975
ETHNIC STUDIES PROGRAM

Ail
Intro. Af ro-Amer. Studies
Contemporary Blk. Fine Art
Soc. Thought of Max. Amar.
Afncan Literature
Barrio & Ghetto Economics
Stud, in African Culture

Blk. Amer. Literature
Amer. Indian Lit.
Amer. Indian Lit.
ChKano Literature
Black Poetry

Cultural Geography
Cultural Geography
Geog. of South Amer.
Geog. of East Asia
Geog of Ohio
Comm. Development
Agricultural Geog.
Historical Geog.

300

100-300

100
300
100
100

*

Time

Instructor

3-5 TR
10-12 TW
1-3TR
7-10 MW
7-9 TR
10-12 MW

LOMAS
JACKSON
RIVERA

1MTWR
2MTWR
2MTTWR
12MTWR

300
200
200
372

*&*

10MTWRT
1MTWRF
10-12 MR
12MTWR
10-12 MR
6-10 M
1MTW

230
349
344
361
436
425
451

CHWilPiOft
AJALA

HOLLOWAY

BOHNENKAMP
BOHNENKAMP
CARUSO
HOLLOWAY

CHANG
CARLSON
SPINELLI
FRANK

FRANK
SMrTH
CARLSON
CARLSON

Fam. Life Amer. Minorities
Fam. Life Amer. Negro

US. to 1865
Latin Amer. Crvincation
Chicano History

■

MW
10MWR

KIVLIN
KIVLIN

»

1MWR
11MTRF

ROLLER
THOMAS

210

m
291

Afro-Amer. Since 1865

401

Recent Amer. Soc Intel.

436

KM7:30 MW
7:309-30 MW
7:30MOT*
10-12 MW

11

Blues. J8H Black Roots

*
t

CHfN, KAWASHIM*!

ROLLER
FRIEDMAN

MOW

GRAHAM

3-4MTWR

LUNOY

■1 ■
36

449

11MTWR

SPRAGEN

3-5 T
1-3 R

SCOTT

CALLAHAN

303

1ST

CALLAHAN

Community
Minority Groups

311
311

12-2 r
10-12 MR
1-2 T
12-2 F

Soc Welfare Inst

321

.

Soc. Work Methods

322

Ethnology
ThaFajnty

334

The Family

JuvenrfeDekno.

m

311
Ml

,

730M0T*
730*O0TR
3-5MW
10-12 MR
10-12 Tf

Ml

M soc Thougwak.

432
C4I0

1-3 MW
6-10T

.1
■4

l

■

39

59

■n

■

■'
■k

1

58
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Twaosay. November », 1W4
UAO Is eneriog a student discount card good for II 00 off oa any
Toledo hockey game this season Just stop by the UAO office oa the
ard floor oftkeTjalon for your free card

TYPIST NBZDCD ata«as.

Emotleaal * Material
Pregnancy AM. 84*4886.
Need photographs? Christmas
specials, portraits.
applicatioos. sealer
Welssbrod Studio
Wooster. 261-6041
TYPING DONE XX4B*.
CUSTOM WEDDING RINGS
BY PHIUP MORTON THE
WORKING HANDCRAFT
CENTER. 118 CONNEAUT. ■
STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS
WINTER Gaaraateed safety
for your bake wlU iaane
storage, only til. BB4.R. J10 N
MakTaJ2^6w).81ls4al.
Ahortiea lafarmatiea service.
Oisuc very dose as area. 1-M

Dechiiaaa?

uceaawTcertatwd gypacoiogist'
Immediate iiriegiaiiata will

Conpie-A trophy, white roses a
too. A Sigma Chl

The BGSU Rink Rats will meet tot Rm 111 of Hayes Hall tonight at
7:»fcC»e« to asty student Isrteraated la the BGSU Hockey Program.

LOST AND POUND

GROAT
WjWwWrWsrl

BERTSCHEN
LUCAS
WNCZE
FOX
FOX

LOST: Men's Mae preecripUoa

.Mtll

gOAP WANTED
Esperleaee la tralalag
Useriegkhrsil race horses.
WekjM sal to exceed 115 Ike.
CaJta»-J407 from U-4
OO GO DANCERS aesdsd. F«l
tame aad part time Ooaa pay.
The Mecca. 2M Se. Mala St..
" v, Ohio Can collert. 1er I-42S-7M7 Ask for

GIORDANO
HEAL

be made with no hassle Call
collect. M hour service 1166311567.
WANTED
2 f. to sublease apartment
Immediately. Call 1-3K-04W for
further Information.
1 male roommate, winter It
summer. Univ. Courts call 3547164
1 male rmml needed at 1030 E
Wooster Winter a Spring Call
3S4-4075.
Roommate - own bdrm 855 mo
362-astl.
1 male rmml needed at Cherry
Hill Call 3U-I1M after 5.
2-3 f. rmmts. needed
winter/spring qtrs. or
unfurnished. 2 barm. apt. for 4.
Cherry HUls Apts Call 351-4306
Need 2 female rmmts. wtr qtr
Call 3M-7156. Mo/mo
PTJlSONALS
What is an undergraduate
education? What should It be?
Dr. Richard Burke attempts
answers Tonight at 7:30 Til
Life Science. An Experimental
Studieapweeatotloa.
Sorry we forget yea Marty • We
still love you. CoagratulaUoos
on geiag active ^our Delta
Gammaslsters.
AX's congratulate their 10
flamia Neopkyles"
Thau Flrchouse 13 for the
flamjag Kalamaaoo Kidaap
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Contemp. Soc. Theory
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31

41

There will be an "IMeraaUonal Coflee Hour." sponsored by West
ladles Association and World Student Association today from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m in the International Lounge, Rm 17 of Williams Hall Open
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Soc Theory
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ECKANKAR, the Patb to Total Awareness will meet tonight at 8:00
Milestones in Blk.heatre
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The BGSU Sports Car Club will meet tooight at 7:30 In Rm. 114 of
theBsuv Ad n<dg Opes to everyone
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Mod. Asian Civilization

DOWN
1 Shutting
2 Rodent
8
rule
4 Fence crossing
6 Burrow
6 Christmas
symbol
7 Actor Buchols
8 Cuckoo
9 Geological
epoch
10 Repetitions
11 Joke
12 Mexican
agaves
13 Fun Park
train
14 Stores
19 Flounder
22 Computer data
26 Desire
27 Prearrange
28 Part of a pie
81 Impatient
sound
38 Shoe leather
36 Eschewed
87 Probity
39 Generally
40 Devastates
41 Possessive
48 Math course
46 Light: Fr.
47 Boutique
49 Netherlands
city
62 Minerals
63 Own
66 Brooch
58 Kinsman:
Abbr.
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Big Brothers is beginning another
year on campus as an organization of
Volunteers In Progress (VIP). A
referral agency. Big Brothers attempts
to match men and young boys to act as
brothers
The men help boys in the area who
need male companionship and guidance.
To sign-up (or the program or (or
more information, contact the VIP
office 405 Student Services Bldg.. 3720088 Orientation sessions are scheduled
to begin tomorrow

Student evaluations of instructors and
grade point inflation headline the
agenda (or tomorrow's Academic
Council meeting
Council members also will discuss a
proposal (or criminal justice and
gerontology programs in the College of
Health and Community Services,
student dismissal policy and a University-wide system of program
evaluation and organiiational
development.
The meeting, which is open to faculty

DOONESBURY

mmi

flsm

Big Brothers

17

Winter Quarter

More than 20 accidents were Investigated by city police between 10:30 p.m.
Thursday and 8:30 p.m Sunday.
Victims o( two accidents were treated
at Wood County Hospital (or injuries.
Jeannine M. Murray, 17. 328 Connaut
Ave . was treated (or lacerations of the
head after an accident Friday night.
Three persons were treated lor bruises
after an accident Saturday at the intersection of Mercer and Ridge.

Meeting

UM'I

ACROSS
1 Gorge
8 Abash
11 Vinyl
18 Tanning
process
15 Leafy
vegetable
16 Rumba relative
17 Beast of burden
18 Furnishers
20 Relative for
short
21 Saltpeter
23 Fan
24 "Over
"
26 Leg joint
87 Bay in I.uion
88 Little
30 Chefs utensil
88
susatte
84 Import fee
88 Criterion
88 Rose rapidly
88 Request
41 Poetic pronoun
42 Fold of cloth
44 Igr-ahaped
46 Track.
48 Quite
4> Short: It
50 A direction
61 Chinatown
battle
54 Piece of music
65 Joking
57 Mean
58 Withdraws
60 Swiss vocalist
61 Units of force
62 Barriers

Police reports

Students may sign up (or free
breakfasts with University President
Holla A. Moore Jr. in the Union
Activities Office (UAO). third floor
Union.
Breakfasts will be 7:45-*: 45 a.m.
tomorrow and Friday in the Pheasant
Room, Union. UAO hopes to provide an I
informal situation where students can
discuss University and community
Issues with Dr. Moore.
Fifteen students will be able to attend
each breakfast

DAILY CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
Cope. 74
Pcmw Corp.

Ethnic Studies Courses

and students, begins at 1:15 p.m. In the
Taft Room, Union

Breakfast

Need

to

talk?

sweetheart, a pledge of Phi Mu
You've won the hearts of the
pledges of Surma Chi, They
made no mistake, and that's no
lie! Love. The Sisters of Phi
Mu
Kathy - We see you decided to
keep your ' Independents
Congratulations to you and Mike
on your engagement
The
Sisters of Phi Mu
THIS WEEK ONLY
Free 114.50 case phis choice of
MM strap with purchase of any
guitar in stock. Little Okie
Music Saoppe
FOR SALE
'63 Kurd Van 3S2-6»51
1*70 Sylvan 12 x 60 exc.
condition, turn M.500 Call
after 5 p.m or wknds 2ss-(s41

erJMfg

Marvel and DC comix 71-74.
351-61)33.
PORSUtNT
Would like to sublease
apartment to four people
inquire at SB 4th St No 6. after
5p.m.
Cherry HU1 Village has apis
Rates start taw. mo fan. or
unfurn oars. & half Interest
Qeon
Furn apt. 1 bdrm.. disposal.
tsW/roo.

2 bdrm.. unfurn apt University
Village Call 36aM)Tt4
apt.. 1 bedroom, for
se 11447 mo Ph 352-1116

£8..

TuMrfay. ttmmmkm s, i *74. HM W NMM/HM I I

OU pair outshines Preston

Falcons blasted, 33-22
ByDuGirllfM
A.ilttaai Sporti Edltar
Dave Preston was
Bowling Green's one-man
snow last Saturday, but Ohio
University was one step
better as quarterback Rich
Bevly and tailback L.C.
Lyons guided the Bobcats to
a 33-22 Mid-American Conference (MAC) win at Doyt
L Perry Field
Before a BG homecoming
crowd of 17.753. the largest
home audience of the
season. Bevly s superb
running and scrambling
behind the line along with
Lyons end runs overshadowed the record-breaking marks set by Preston
The Falcon tailback set
three BG season records (12
touchdowns. 72 points and 12
touchdowns by rushing).
IN ADDITION, the sophomore running back became
the fifth runner in BG
history to rush for over 1.000
yards in one season as he
carried the ball 30 times for
166 yards against the
Bobcats He now has 1.010
yards this year
The Bobcats struck early
as the Oil offensive
machine, minus its leading

rusher Lyons, took the
opening kickoff and
marched downfield behind
the efforts of Bevly and
reserve tailback Dave
Houseton. Bevly went in
from the one-yard line for
the first score.
The two Bobcat backs
easily penetrated the Falcon
defense with runs up the
middle and pitch-outs
around both ends for big
gains
But one of the keys to
Oil's offensive success was
Bevly "s ability to fool the
Falcon defense According
to Ohio coach Bill Hess,
when the running didn't
work, his quarterback's
passing came through
"WE RAN the option with
great success today." Hess
said "The quarterback
pitch was most of our
offense in the first half, but
BG started shooting their
linemen through, so we
started to pass a little
more."
Before the Falcons knew
it. Ohio (already leading 6-0)
obtained possession of the
ball after a BG punt and
were driving for their
second score This time
around. Bevly. as before.

Dick Rees
Breaks aided
'-

Bobcat victory
By Dick Rees

scrambled for needed
yardage However. Lyons
entered the game which
signalled big trouble for BG.
Lyons, an all-MAC hopeful
again this season for OU.
found the end runs a profitable investment as he
totaled SO yards in 11 carries
in the first half
WHILE BEVLY and
Lyons ripped through the
Falcon line, Preston was
putting on his own performance with quick bursts
through the OU defensive
line
The sophomore tailback
bounced off the OU defense
like a tennis ball and at
times came within one
tackle of breaking for long
gains Hess was particularly
impressed with Preston's
running when he spoke of the
entire BG offense.
"BG mixed the run and
the pass well, but it seemed
as though they thought they
were playing in a 0-0 tie
most of the contest." Hess
said "Preston is an excellent running back,
probably one of the best
we've seen this year. I'm not
looking forward to facing
him for two more seasons "
Bowling Green coach Don
Nehlen said one of the
problems his team
encountered was not being
able to obtain possession of
the ball enough to score.
"When we got the ball, we
knew what to do with it." he
said. "We just didn't get the
ball enough."
Before the Falcons could
catch on to Bevly's backfield
engineering, the Bobcats
had moved out to a comfortable 20-7 halftime
advantage Lyons and Bevly

accounted for all of OU'*
first half scores.
AN EXCHANGE of punts
early in the third period
helped the Bobcats hang on
to their I3-point lead
temporarily before the
Falcons reacted to the
deficit with a touchdown by
Preston his record breaker.
On the opening fourth
quarter drive. Bevly iced
the game for OU as lie dove
in for a touchdown from the
one-foot line. With the score
27-14. this touchdown gave
OU us fifth win in eight
games. Hess spoke of this
drive later in the lockerroom
"I felt the turning point of
the game came early in the
fourth quarter when Bevly.
our quarterback, ran around
right end for four yards to
keep our drive moving." OU
coach Hess said. "Many
people might have thought
that it was a broken play but
actually it was an option
designed to give him the
choice of whether to run or
throw a short look-in pass."
Nehlen said the BevlyLyons running combination
was one of the best around
and comparable to Miami's
powerful running offense
"THEY (Lyons-Bevly)
are an excellent one-two
running punch, in effect, as
good as Miami's running
game. We knew Bevly was a
super player which he
showed by carrying the
game on the grou nd.''
The Falcon mentor
spelled the loss in terms of
consistency.
"OU was more consistent
and that's why we lost. They i
have a few more veterans
.uiil they did the job." said |
Nehlen

A

Touchdown

An Ohio University datender an Ms bock, Dave Preatan (•) dives Ma the end
tone for his second touchdown in lest Saturday's 33-23 Ian te the lahiati. The
store by Preston we* Ma llth-this season, and It set new Bowling Green
season marks for touchdowns, points and touchdowns rushing. (Nowsphete
byDanFekht)
i

By Dick Rees
Assistant Sports Editor
He set three Bowling
Green season records last
Saturday, but Dave Preston
acted like nothing had happened
"I'm not really concerned
with that many records."
the sophomore tailback said
after the 33-22 loss to Ohio

University.
"These
(recordsJ are just.added
attraction) >•'
The talented" runner, byvirtue of scoring two touchdowns along with rushing for
166 yards in 30 attempts last
weekend, set hew Falcon
season records with 12
touchdowns, 72 points and 12
touchdowns rushing

THE FREAK play that hurt the Falcons the most came in
the final period with OU leading. 26-14 BG was marching
upfield after a long Bobcat drive and it appeared the
Falcons had found the right offensive formula.
On a second down and six yards to go. Mark Miller
attempted to pass to John Boles The pass was slightly
underthrown and behind him
Boles, lunging backward desperately in an attempt to
catch the football, could only get a hand on it The ball
bounced into the hands of Ol' cornerback Charles Williams
and he returned it to the OU 42-yard line
On the next play. L.C. Lyons dashed 48 yards to put the
Bobcats in scoring position. Three plays later. Bobcat
quarterback Rich Bevly found Chuck Barrington in the
corner of the end zone for a touchdown that put OU on top.
33-14
Another freak play that helped the Bobcats record their
fifth victory of the season came in the second period
OU WAS leading. 13-7. and Bevly was being harrassed by
Falcon defenders as he attempted to pass from the BG 13yard line. He scrambled frantically and just as it appeared
that he would be nailed, he tossed an off-balance pass to a
wide-open Lyons in the end zone.
These two plays made a big difference in the contest. In
fact, they were the main reason the Bobcats walked off the
field winners and BG losers
The too squads were about as evenly matched as a set of
dice But the team that did not make mistakes and got the
breaks won That was Ohio University
THE BOBCATS played a super game Bevly was
magnificent as he controlled the tempo of OU's offense with
his strong running and pinpoint passing
BG could not contain Bevly. much the same way they
could not handle Miami's Sherman Smith two weekends ago.
The inability to stop Bevly and the two big breaks that OU
had paved the way for the Bobcat victory.
Disappointed Falcon fans should sit back and think about
it. Bowling Green played fairly well. Frankly. Ohio played
better
Like I said, only one team can emerge victorious
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OU overcomes booters
By Pete Kaglekart
Stall Writer
ATHENS-Senior co-captain Bud Lewis sat In the
team bus outside Ohio University's Convocation
Center last Saturday staring
sadly out the window.
Who knows what was
going through his mind, but
it is a good bet that the
injured fullback was
wondering if his presence in
the lineup could have made
a difference in the Falcon
soccer team's 2-0 loss to
Ohio University.
Lewis was injured in the
Falcon's 3-1 win over Ohio
State two weeks ago. and
since then, the Falcons have
lost two straight, BG's
longest losing streak in 30
games. The loss now puts
the hooter's season mark at
6-2-1
MOMENTS later. Falcon
head coach Mickey
Cochrane stepped into the
bus and eyed Lewis
"Buddy, it's a cycle-type
thing we're in." Cochrane
said. "When you've been at
the top for so long, you
forget how it feels to lose.
"We've been at the top
coasting along with things
going our way. We didn't
work one bit and maybe now
that we've had our noses
rubbed in the ground a
couple of times, we'll
realize we have to work to
stay on the top," he added.
"When you're down like
OU, you get to the point

where you've just had
enough and you gel real
hungry," Cochrane said
"Five years ago, we were at
the other end of the cycle
with OU going to the NCAA,
but we were just hungrier
than they were."
Indeed. Cochrane. Lewis
and fellow seniors Rich
Cotton and Jeff Aingworth
have experienced both ends
of the cycle. In 1971. the
Falcons posted a 5-4-1
record. However, the next
two seasons found them
advancing to the NCAA postseason tournament.
PRESEASON hopes were
high that a talent-laden
young BG squad would be
able to earn a third straight
berth to the NCAA tourney,
but lackluster performances
the past three weeks have
all but eliminated that
possibility.
Following a 2-1 upset win
over Cleveland State earlier
this year, the Falcons
moved into the favorite's
role for the tournament bid
as they became the top-

Pisanello's
is no longer
accepting
personal
checks!

tanked squad
sqi
its,Qhjp But
« 1 a tisM.JJ~jB*cision
t
*4 Ohio:i Stale. BG tost a 4f showdo
showdown to the University of Akron that
seemed to eliminate the
Falcons from tournament
nomination.
Despite the two consecutive losses, the Falcons
still have a dim hope for the
tournament bid. With
Alderson-Broaddus'
3-0
upset of Akron last weekend
Coupled with Cleveland
State's 2-1 verdict over
powerful Indiana, the two
midwestern spots behind St
Louis and Southern Illinois
Edswardsville remain up for
grabs
One disadvantage the
Falcons must overcome is
that the referee in the Ohio
game was Dr. Walter
Ersing, chairman of the

!midwest NOSA .selection
committee*.*"i |
1
The FalconaiotKtainly did
not enhance their chances
with Ersing. considering
their performance against
the Bobcats.
The Falcon offense, which
had tallied 34 goals prior to
the game was non-existent
In fact, the shutout
registered by Bobcat goalie
John Darst was the first
blanking BG has received
since OU last shutout BG. 60. in the final game of the
1971 season.
ALTHOUGH

THE

Falcons ouUhot OU. 23 15
including a 16-4 edge in the
second half, the BG
offensive penetration was
handled by Ohio fullback
Shadrack Adeoti and goalie
Darst who had 12 saves.

PREVIOUS BG marks
were 11 touchdowns, held by
three .players; 66 points,
held by four play'ers and 11
touchdowns rushing, set by
Paul Miles last season
Preston became the fifth
player in BG history to gain
1.000 yards in a season. He
now has 1.010 yards in eight
games.

"Consequences have
made me fortunate to get
1.000 yards." Preston said
as he soaked his battered
right leg in a whirlpool bath
"The offensive line has
made great progress since
.Jjje beginning of the year."
Preston skid the Falcon
linemen were more aware
than he was of the fact that
he needed 156 yards in the
contest to reach the coveted
milestone
"The linemen kept telling
me all week '156' and they
were determined to get it for
me." he said. "Linemen
always take pride in a

running back that gains 1,
yards." he added

PRESTON SCORED op;
runs of two and seven yards. *
On the latter, be broke twp >
tackles and carried a few {
Bobcat defenders into the;
end zone with him.
"I figure that an offensive j
back should be able to get'a ;
touchdown by himself inside <
the ten-yard line." lie!
explained "Once you gjt;
past the line, you're on yosr I
own and It's easy because'
everyone is in tight."
The 511". 192 pound ig|;
sation thinks much publicity ;
can be a downfall for him. -;
"It might get' to the poiijt j
where people will expect rrip i
to get 1,500 yards next j
season." he said. "But be*.}
if I only get 500 yards next •
year, and I do my best a|l;
the time, then I'll by;
satisfied."
"Personally." be added;.)
"I think I've done my best;
this year."

BG sailors victorious *
The Bowling Green State University Sailing Club finished
first last weekend at a regatta in Toledo
Bowling Green co-hosted the regatta with Toledo
University and received the first place trophy.
BG's Mike Fahle was the skipper in "A" division with the
lowest number of points Peggy Delaney was low skipper i6
"B" division.
i
Toledo University. Kent State. Ohio University. Cinciimafj
and Denison also participated in the regatta.
Next weekend, the sailing club will travel to Ohio State fofS
Area B Eliminations.
}

Attention Students!
PURCHASE HOCKEY ID CARDS NOW
AT THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE
600 Hockey ID's Still Available - $7.00 Each
(Students Must Show Fall Quarter Validation Cards)

Don't Miss The Fifth Annual

BGSU MARCHING
BAND CONCERT

NOV. 13, 1974

DISHOP
DATSUN
FOREIGN CARS
DOMESTIC CARS
HONDA MOTCMCYCUS

VWs
N. DIXIE HWY.
353-5271

Monday, Nov. 11 • 8:00 p.m. • Anderson Arena
Featuring Music From 1974 Football Half times

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE

BGSU's 1974-75 home hockey season begins on Nov. 14-15 with a two-game series vs. Lake Superior. Students
are urged to purchase hockey ID cards now before the supply is exhausted. (ID'S sold on a first-comefirst-served
basis.) A limited number of student reserved s«at season tickets are abo on sale, priced at $18.00 each (seating
behind the Falcon bench).

ADULTS • '1.50 - STUDENTS - »75

The Memorial Hall Ticket Office is open weekdays from 9 a.m. until noon, and from 1 pm to 5 pjn.

(Proceeds Benefit The Marching Band Advancement Fund)

I
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Preston sets records;
praises offensive linemeti
41

Assistant Sports Editor
Two very equal teams matched talents last Saturday at
Doyt L. Perry Field as Ohio University took on Bowling
Green in the Falcons' homecoming contest
The thing about it Is that only one team could emerge
from the contest as the winner.
The Bobcats rant* out on tap. 3341. because oi brilliant
'execution and a couple of freak plays. Bowling Green did not
play that badly The Falcons just happened to run into a
Bobcat machine that was at its best last weekend.
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Archer, MacDonald set for season
By. Mirk Glover
Sporli Fttllnr
Preparing (or five months of varsity hockey competition
is not the easiest thing u. the world to do Veteran BG
defensemen Roger Archer and Kevin MacDonald readily
admit this
Yet. they have always been ready in the past, and the duo
consider themselves fit for Thursday's opener with a tough
Notre Dame team
Mil III 11 AND MacDonald played together as a defensive
team last year, and they were a most effective puckstopping pair as the icers compiled a 20-19 season record
The two have prepared for this season knowing that their
)obs will be tougher than ever
The loss of two high scoring centers (John Stewart and
Mike Barllev i puls more pressure on the defensemen Each
man has pi spared for his assignment in a different way
MacDonald I hard hitting junior skater from Toronto.
Ont . believes he is in tup physical shape
"I feel pretty strong.' said MacDonald ' I think it's
Important 10 keep your upper body strong, but your legs
have lo be strong too I've done a lot of running to keep my
legs in good shape
MacDonald brought some of the loudest "ooohs" and
"ahhhs" from Hie mouths of BG fans last season as he
flattened charging forward* with startling ferocity Head
coach Hon Mason recognized MacDonald s ability at the
team banquet al Ihe end of last season

MASON CALLED MacDonald "one of the hardest hitters
I have ever seen in college hockey
MacDonald's 6-2 height makes him appear thin at first
glance, but a great deal of his 190 pounds is distributed in his
upper torso. These proportions allow him to deliver almost
lethal checks. MacDonald said a strong upper body works to
great advantage in a game
"A lot of defensemen use their arms to hold off another
player along the boards.'' he said "If you can keep a guy
against the boards, one of your teammates can move the
puck and help you out.'
MacDonald also logged long hours of skating in order to
get his stamina up Not all of that skating was in the conventional manner
'I've done a lot of skating backwards.' he said "On a
complete program, most of the skating is forward, but in a
game. I would say that about three-fifths of the skating is
backward skating "
MacDonald. who almost has the art of hitting people down
to a science, said the most important thing for him to
master is balance.

By Jerry Masrk
Assistant Sports Editor
A lack of strong park
running forced Uw lalcon
CTOSI country learn into a
below-average showing last
weekend in the Central
Collegiate
Conference
<('('('I Championships at
Indiana
University
in
HlooMiingtoii (ml
In a race that Howling
Green head coach Mel Hrodi
described as "not too had.
and not too good." Ihe
harriers hnished fourth in a
la-team lield
with
112
points
"It was our pooresl race
this veal from tin1 team
aspect.' Hi «it said "We
were-too spread out. even
after the lust mile Were
not disappointed, or uptight
about this race, even though
it was nol a good overall
team ell"i I
THE FALCONS will run In
the
Mid \inci lean
Con
leieiiee 'MAC' champion
ships Saturday at Central

Michigan, and. as Brodt put
it. "We're pointing towards
that race It's the most important race this year "
Eastern
Michigan, the
pre-season favorite in the
MAC. still rates that tag
since
it
successfully
defended
its CCC title,
scoring
43
points
The
llurons, who placed two
runners among the top five,
ran without the services of
veteran Gordon Minty. who
was married last weekend
Minty,
the
1973 MAC
champion, will run at the
conference meet
Kent State, a team which
Hrmlt termed "the surprise
of the MAC," placed second
with 99 points, followed by
I'enn State (1031. BG (lit),
Notre Dame (1451. Indiana
(1451. Toledo (155). and
Weslern Michigan (2171
Paced
by junior Tim
Zumhaugh's
sixth
place
finish, the Falcons placed
among the top five teams in
CCC competition for the
filth straight year
BG
runners finished in a 1 20

time span, with the top five
harriers
placing
sixth
through 44th
ZUMBAUGH
HIT
the
finish line in 25 53 for the
five-mile course. 40 seconds
behind
winner
Paul
Stemmer of i'enn State.
Hounding out the HG
finishers were senior Tom
Preston (131. sophomore
Dan Dunton (191. sophomore
Gary
Desjaidins
(301.
freshman
Dan Carlledge
(441,
senior
Bruce
Vermilyea (511 and fresh
man Gary Little (54i
"The course was the first
five miles of the NCAA sixmile race this year." Brodt
explained, "and it was a
demanding run The course
was very hilly and our
runners may have had a
hard time adjusting to it
"Dunton was nol mentally
ready to run. and came back
in the last mile, but he still
didn't run to capacity.*' he
said
"Zumbaugh
and
Preston did okay, but we
could have taken second
with more pack running "

IT'S

"Right now. I'm thinking about what I can do for this
team this year I pride myself as a value to this team, and
we will take it as it goes and hopefully have something to
show for it in the end
Archer's value to the team speaks for itself when one
looks at past records He has been an all-Central Collegiate
Hockey Association iCCHA) tournament first team choice
twice In addition, the stocky defenseman has been named
to the all-CCHA first team for the last two years
Archer said he has changed a little in the past year He
calls himself "the new me" Archer explained his
objectives
"THE NEW me is that I am going to do what the team
isn't doing." he said "If the team isn't playing offense, then
I will be offensive-minded If we need more defense, then
I in going to excel there Whatever it takes to make us play
belter, then I'm going to do it "
wrher. who has never been a severe offensive threat,
said he may have to change his style at times to make BG a
winner
"I've never been versatile, but if I have to be versatile to
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"BALANCE IS very important You've got to have
superior balance." said the mustachioed MacDonald
Say
a guy is coming at you at maybe 15 miles an hour and you
have to hit him going two miles an hour If you don't have
your timing down, vou can get hurt a lot worse than he
will
A philosophical prelaw major. Archer believes mental

Harriers 4th in CCC meet

preparation is a big part of playing defense. Archer, a
senior, said the past few months have allowed him to think
about hockey in general.
"I've had a lot of time to do some thinking over the
summer," said Archer "I thought about last season. We
worked hard and didn't come out of it with anything to show
materially, and it was kind of disappointing.

make the team go anywhere. I'll do it." said Archer. "I
want to be a team leader, and I think we can go places with
the right attitude."
Archer and MacDonald play two completely different
styles of defense While MacDonald is a hitter. Archer is
more of a "toiler " Archer will wait for the winger to make
his move and swallow up the shot with his body once it is
fired-a terribly demoralizing thing for the opposition
"Roger is one of the best at blocking shots," said
MacDonald. "He can help the goalies a lot."
"YOU SEE a lot of hockey teams and a lot of plavers who
block shots." said Archer "I pride myself in my ability to
block shots "
Although they play two distinct forms of defense, both
rate themselves "pure defensemen "
A different type of defensemen has appeared on the
hockey scene during the last few years. A "Bobby Orr"
defenseman is popular these days The Orr-type is more
offensive-minded, but Archer and MacDonald prefer to play
a more traditional defense. Both gave their reasons
"My primary concern is not letting the other team score
while I'm on the ice." said MacDonald "If the other team
can't score, they can't win Besides, not everybody is a
BobbyOrr "
"I think my job is to play defense." said Archer "I take
pride in my defense If I have to get more offensive-minded
to help the team though. I will."
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scrambles tot the puck during last year's hockey

action. The BG icon open their teaton Thursday al
Notre Dam*. (Newsphoto by Carl Seid)

NOVEMBER 5th

SENIOR PICTURES

Do you know where your Senior Picture is?
Larry will wait until November 8th just for you

Call 372-0086

